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Dean Newton
Steps Down
Joseph A. Matson Dean and Professor of
Law Nell Jessup Newton will conclude her
tenure as dean of Notre Dame Law School
on June 30, 2019, after 10 years of service.

What was your relationship with Notre Dame
before you became the Law
School’s dean?

Newton assumed the
deanship at the beginning
of a recession that
resulted in diminishing
job prospects for law
school graduates across
the country and a
concomitant serious
downturn in applications
to law schools. Despite
these challenges, Notre
Dame Law School is
thriving and continues
to attract outstanding
students and faculty.
;PMZMKMV\TaZMÆMK\ML
on her time as dean by
answering a few questions
for Notre Dame Lawyer.

2

My brother Rob Mier
attended ND on a Navy
ROTC scholarship. For a
Catholic family of very limited means, attending college was a dream and going
to Notre Dame seemed an
impossible dream. His great
grades and activities at St.
Louis U. High resulted in
him being admitted, and
the Navy made the dream
come true. I still remember
the long, detailed letter my
brother sent me about his
ÅZ[\NWW\JITT_MMSMVL¸\PM
ZITTQM[JWVÅZM[[PMVIVQgans, and a blow-by-blow
recap of the game. While
at ND, Rob founded the
ND Rugby Club and served
I[Q\[ÅZ[\KIX\IQV0M
remains beloved by many
of the early players who
SMMXUMWV\PMQZMUIQTTQ[\[
and still occasionally drop
JaUaWٻKM\W^Q[Q\:WJ
saved enough money to
pay for me to come to his
commencement, and I will
always treasure the moment
of seeing the campus for the

2018

ÅZ[\\QUMIVLM^MVUMM\QVO
Fr. Ted. These memories
are even more tender
because Rob died in 1995
of lymphoma caused by his
exposure to Agent Orange
in Vietnam. Still, I feel
his presence at the oddest
UWUMV\[_PQTM_ITSQVO
around campus.
You make it a point to
walk at least 10,000 steps
each day. Aside from the
health benefits, why do you
always make time to take
daily walks?

I am a reformed mara\PWVZ]VVMZ[W_ITSQVOQ[
important for my mental as
well as physical health. It’s
a great way to encounter
students on my way through
the Commons or through
the library on my way outside. I’m a strong believer
in serendipity and these
encounters often lead to
conversations and connections that yield important
insights. Getting my steps
QVIT[WTMIL[UM\W_ITS\W
KWTTMIO]M[¼WٻKM[\WILLZM[[
questions instead of sending
emails that can be misread
WZKI][M\PMSQVLWN KWVN]-

sion that leads to follow-up
MUIQT[)_ITSIZW]VL\PM
TISM[WZ\W\PM/ZW\\WKIV
provide a moment to be
grateful for all the ways that
the Notre Dame community
has enriched my spiritual
and intellectual life.
You continued to teach
while serving as dean. You
taught the 1L course in
contract law twice and
more recently supervised
and taught in the D.C.
semester externship
program. What do you love
about teaching?

As any 1L professor will tell
you, it is a special joy watching students develop in abilQ\aIVLKWVÅLMVKM\PZW]OPout the semester and then
following them during the
remainder of their time in
TI_[KPWWT¸VW\\WUMV\QWVSMMXQVO]X_Q\P[WUM
of them long afterwards.
Through this relationship
I learn more about their
hopes and fears with regard
to their law school experiMVKM<PQ[SVW_TMLOMUILM
me a better teacher and, I
believe, a better dean.

Dean Nell Jessup Newton
chats with Notre Dame
Law students and alumni
at the Black Law Students
Association annual
banquet in April 2018.

A decade
of highlights
During Nell Jessup Newton’s
10 years as dean, Notre Dame
Law School:
Grew its Loan Repayment Assistance
Program by 500 percent.

One of your areas of focus
as dean has been on innovation
and adopting new technology.
How has technology changed
legal education and the practice of law?

I strongly believe that law
graduates should have an
understanding of the ways in
which technology is used in law
practice and how it is lessening
or even eliminating the need for
I\\WZVMa[\W]VLMZ\ISMKMZ\IQV
ZMXM\Q\Q^M\I[S[?MWٺMZMLIV
innovative course, Law 2.0,
designed to teach just that. We
also created a program of study
in intellectual property and
technology law and generally
expanded the curriculum and
faculty in IP. I am particularly
proud of our IP and Entrepreneurship Clinic. It has done
OZMI\_WZS[MK]ZQVOXI\MV\[NWZ
innovators at Notre Dame and
_WZSQVOKTW[MTa_Q\P[\]LMV\
entrepreneurs, including the
award-winning Law School
team that created Impowerus,
which is an online platform that
connects juvenile immigrants
with pro bono attorneys. In the
classroom, we introduced Zoom

Hired 20 of the current full-time Notre
Dame Law faculty.

technology to enable students
[\]LaQVOQVWVMWN W]ZW[ٺQ\M
programs in Chicago, D.C., or
London to participate actively
in South Bend-based courses,
and vice versa.

Created five new research programs:
Church, State, and Society; Constitutional
Structure; Law and Economics; Law and
Market Behavior; and Private Law.
Improved student services by expanding
the Career Development Office and adding
a wellness counselor.
Saw 90 percent of its 2017 grads accept
full-time, long-term positions.

What are you looking forward to next?

Created eight programs of study to guide
course selection for students.

6M`\NITT1XTIV\W\ISM\PMÅZ[\
of two fall semester sabbaticals.
I plan to spend the sabbatical
in London at our London
Program, and though I won’t be
teaching, I will be developing a
robust externship program for
our London students. I would
be lying if I did not admit I also
plan to go to the theater and
\ISMIL^IV\IOMWN ITT\PI\4WVLWVPI[\WWٺMZ1V\PM[XZQVO
[MUM[\MZ1_QTTWٻKQITTaZM\]ZV
\W_WZSIVL_QTTJM\MIKPQVOW]Z
D.C. externship seminar, visiting placements and placement
supervisors, and trouble-shooting with the students. I plan also
to begin retooling the courses
that I will be teaching when I
return to South Bend.

Created two public-interest fellowships:
Thomas L. Shaffer Public Interest
Fellowship and Bank of America Foundation
Community Sustainability Fellowship.
Grew its international profile by establishing
exchange programs with universities in
China, Chile, Italy, Ireland, and Switzerland
and enrolling LL.M. students in London.
Created three new clinics: Intellectual
Property and Entrepreneurship, Community
Development, and Tax.
Grew externship programs from two to
12, including programs in Chicago and
Washington, D.C.
Raised more than $85 million and expects
the total to be close to $100 million by the
end of Newton’s deanship in June 2019.

Dean Nell Jessup Newton
speaks at Notre Dame Law
School’s 2018 Hooding
and Diploma Ceremony at
the Joyce Center.
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Off the
Bench

1

Prominent judges visit
ND Law School

2

3

Several prominent federal judges visited Notre Dame Law School
L]ZQVO\PM· IKILMUQKaMIZ\W[XMIS\W[\]LMV\[1VNIK\
Å^MWN \PW[MR]LOM[_MZMWV8ZM[QLMV\,WVITL<Z]UX¼[TQ[\WN 
potential U.S. Supreme Court nominees to succeed retiring Justice
Anthony Kennedy.
In November 2017, JUDGE THOMAS HARDIMAN (1) of the U.S.
+W]Z\WN )XXMIT[NWZ\PM<PQZL+QZK]Q\_I[\PMSMaVW\M[XMISMZI\
\PM6W\ZM,IUM4I_:M^QM_¼[IVV]IT[aUXW[Q]U_PQKPTWWSMLI\
the future of administrative law. Judge Hardiman earned his B.A.
from the University of Notre Dame in 1987.
JUDGE MARGARET A. RYAN ’95 J.D. (2) of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Armed Forces delivered a Clynes Chair Lecture on the
appellate process in January.

of the U.S. Court of Appeals
NWZ\PM;Q`\P+QZK]Q\^Q[Q\MLQV2IV]IZa\W\ITSIJW]\PQ[JWWSLead
Yourself First: Inspiring Leadership Through Solitude.
JUDGE RAYMOND KETHLEDGE (3)

of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth
+QZK]Q\IT[W[XWSMI\\PM4I_;KPWWTQV.MJZ]IZaI\IZMKMX\QWV
KMTMJZI\QVO\PMX]JTQKI\QWVWN )[[WKQI\M,MIV:IVLa3WbMT¼[JWWS
on precedent, Settled Versus Right.

JUDGE AMUL THAPAR (4)

Also in February, the eventual Supreme Court nominee, Judge
BRETT KAVANAUGH (5) of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit, met with the Law School’s chapter of the Federalist Society
for a conversation about the role of a judge. This was on the same
day that the Law School hosted the investiture of Professor Amy
Coney Barrett ’97 J.D. as a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit.

4
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Law School
improves LRAP
Notre Dame Law School is proud to have a generous Loan Repayment Assistance Program to help J.D. graduates who are beginning
legal careers in public interest and public service. LRAP is designed
\WMV[]ZM\PI\OZIL]I\M[IZMÅVIVKQITTaIJTM\W_WZSQV\PMVWVXZWÅ\[MK\WZOW^MZVUMV\XWTQKaIL^WKIKaP]UIVZQOP\[IVLW\PMZ
ÅMTL[_PMZMTI_aMZ[UISM^IT]IJTMKWV\ZQJ]\QWV[J]\IZMWN\MVXIQL
lower salaries.
Since the Law School created LRAP in 2001, the program has
LQ[J]Z[MLUWZM\PIV UQTTQWV\WOZIL]I\M[_PWPI^M_WZSMLQV
a wide variety of public interest and public service positions in the
United States and abroad.
The Law School implemented several improvements to LRAP
during the past year. Among the improvements are a new web-based
application and reduced reporting requirements for participants.
Learn more at law.nd.edu/lrap.

Galilee
sees record
participation
More than 175 Notre Dame Law students
traveled to 12 cities across the country to
participate in the Galilee program during
_QV\MZJZMISWN \PM· IKILMUQKaMIZ
Galilee, an acronym that stands for
Group Alternative Live-In Legal Education, is designed to help students explore
their career paths by exposing them to the
social issues and legal problems of America’s marginalized residents and by introducing them to lawyers who are confronting
those problems.

‘You are the hope’

Students spent time with judges, prosecutors, and city attorneys. They observed
_WZSI\TMOITIQLKTQVQK[R]^MVQTMR][\QKM
centers, and immigration facilities. They
^Q[Q\MLXZQ[WV[QVKT]LQVO+WWS+W]V\a2IQT
in Chicago and San Quentin Prison near
San Francisco. They also visited big law
ÅZU[\W[MMPW_TI_aMZ[QVKWZXWZI\MXZW
JWVW_WZSQV\W\PMQZKIZMMZ[1VILLQ\QWV
\PMa^WT]V\MMZMLQV[W]XSQ\KPMV[PWUMTM[[
KMV\MZ[IVLW\PMZVWVXZWÅ\WZOIVQbI\QWV[

ND Law hosts one of Church’s
leading voices on race
of the Diocese of Belleville, Illinois,
M`IUQVMLSMaMTMUMV\[WN \PMZIKQITLQ^QLMQV\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[
IVL\PMMUMZOMVKMWN \PM*TIKS4Q^M[5I\\MZUW^MUMV\NZWU\PM
XMZ[XMK\Q^MWN \PM+I\PWTQK+P]ZKP_PMVPM[XWSMQV5IZKPI\\PM
Law School.

BISHOP EDWARD K. BRAXTON

His lecture, “The Catholic Church and the Racial Divide in the
United States,” was the Dean’s Lecture on Race, Law, and Society
for the spring semester.

Program on Church, State &
Society growing

Bishop Braxton noted that only 2.9 million of the nearly 70 million
Catholics in the United States are African-Americans, and only 250
of the 40,000 priests in this country are African-Americans. He is
one of just eight African-American bishops out of more than 260
bishops in the U.S.
He said that, although Catholic institutions have made aggressive
MٺWZ\[\WW^MZKWUMXI[\ZIKQITJQI[M[IVLQVKZMI[MLQ^MZ[Q\aQVZMKMV\
years, much more can and should be done.
¹8ZMXIZMaW]Z[MTN NWZ\PMOZMI\_WZS\W_PQKPaW]PI^MJMMV
called,” the bishop told students. “You are the hope of the Church.
You are the hope of the country. You are the hope of the world.
The shape of the Church, of the country, and of the world to come
is in your hands.”
MARTHA JONESIPQ[\WZaXZWNM[[WZI\2WPV[0WXSQV[=VQ^MZ[Q\a

delivered the Dean’s Lecture on Race, Law, and Society for the
fall semester. A scholar on American legal history, Jones tied more
than two centuries of debate over the 14th Amendment and citizen
rights for former slaves to today’s political debate surrounding
]VLWK]UMV\MLQUUQOZIV\[IVLI[aT]U[MMSMZ[

The Law School’s Program on Church,
State & Society expanded over the summer
with the addition of JONATHAN HANNAH as
program director. Hannah previously spent
Å^MaMIZ[I[\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a¼[LQZMK\WZWN 
foundation relations.
RICHARD GARNETT,

the Paul J. Schierl/Fort Howard Corporation
Professor at the Law School, founded the Program on Church,
State & Society in 2010 and remains the program’s faculty director.
The program focuses on the role of religion in society and how law
structures those relationships.
“This is an exciting development for the University and for the Law
School,” Garnett said. “Jonathan brings to the Program on Church,
State & Society the enthusiasm, expertise, and commitment necessary to help us grow, to provide students with more opportunities for
experiential learning and employment, and to support rigorous and
timely academic research.”

Learn more at churchstate.nd.edu.
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Briefs
ND alumni talk about
Guantanamo detention
facility
The Law School hosted a panel discussion in October 2017 to
explore issues surrounding the military detention center at the U.S.
Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
President George W. Bush’s administration established the
LM\MV\QWVKMV\MZQV\PM_ISMWN \PM;MX\MUJMZ\MZZWZQ[\I\\IKS[*IZIKS7JIUIXTMLOMLL]ZQVOPQ[ XZM[QLMV\QIT
campaign to close the Guantanamo Bay detention center, but his
administration was unable to do so amid opposition from both
sides of the political aisle.
The discussion at the Law School featured three Notre Dame
Members of Better Homes of South Bend and the Contract Buyers League
alumni with experience at the U.S. Department of Defense and U.S.
of Chicago talk about how two African-American communities organized
Department of Justice during the Bush and Obama administrations.
to overcome discriminatory housing practices in the 1950s and ’60s.
DANIEL J. DELL’ORTO, who earned his B.S. in aerospace engineering
from the University in 1971, was principal deputy general counsel
for the Department of Defense from June 2000 to March 2009.
0M\ITSMLIJW]\\PMR][\QÅKI\QWVNWZKZMI\QVO\PMLM\MV\QWVKMV\MZ
at Guantanamo Bay and the use of military tribunals to prosecute
suspected terrorists.

‘Fighting for
Fair Housing’

BRIAN P. NICHOLSON ’06 J.D. discussed his experience as an Army
judge advocate general and his case as military defense counsel for
3PITQL;PMQSP5WPIUUML¸\PMITTMOMLUI[\MZUQVLWN \PM;MX\MUJMZI\\IKS[

Law School hosts conference
on Fair Housing Act of 1968
In April, the Law School hosted a conference called “Fighting for
.IQZ0W][QVOº\WUIZS\PM\PIVVQ^MZ[IZaWN 8ZM[QLMV\4aVLWV
Johnson signing the Fair Housing Act into law, prohibiting discrimination against buyers and renters on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, disability, and familial status.
¹1\Q[IÅ\\QVO\QUM\WTWWSJIKSI\\PMTI_\WZMUMUJMZ_PaQ\_I[
needed, what it has accomplished, and challenges that remain in
\PMÅOP\NWZMY]ITIKKM[[\WWXXWZ\]VQ\aQV)UMZQKIº[IQL8ZWNM[[WZ
JUDITH FOX ’93 J.D., who runs the Law School’s Economic Justice
Clinic and organized the conference.
The two-day conference opened with a reception at the Indiana
University South Bend Civil Rights Heritage Center. Members of
Better Homes of South Bend and the Contract Buyers League of
+PQKIOW[XWSMIJW]\KWUU]VQ\aMٺWZ\[QV\PM![IVL¼[\PI\
enabled African-Americans to own homes despite the discriminatory real estate practices of that era.
<PM[MKWVLLIaWN \PMKWVNMZMVKM_I[PMTLI\-KS0ITTWN 4I_IVL
NMI\]ZML[KPWTIZ[_PW\ITSMLIJW]\\PM.IQZ0W][QVO)K\NZWUTMOIT
historical, and sociological perspectives. MICHAEL SENG ’64, ’67 J.D.,
a professor at John Marshall Law School, was one of the panelists
_PW[XWSMIJW]\\PM.IQZ0W][QVO)K\

6
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PAUL M. LEWIS ’80, ’83 J.D. was the Department of Defense Special
Envoy for Guantanamo Detention Closure under the Obama adminQ[\ZI\QWV0M\ITSMLIJW]\\PMTWOQ[\QKITTMOITIVLXWTQ\QKITKPITTMVOM[
implicated by the closure of the Guantanamo detention center.

Religious freedom moot
court team wins in Italy
A team of four Notre Dame Law students won an international religious freedom moot court competition in March in Bologna, Italy.
LAWRENCE WESCO, MEGAN BALL, CRISTINA SANCHEZ,

and JACK-

SON BLAIS¸ITTUMUJMZ[WN \PM+TI[[WN !¸_WV\PMKWUXM-

tition at the European Academy of Religion. Wesco was awarded
“Best Oralist.”
The students received funding from the Law School’s Program on
Church, State & Society and the Nanovic Institute for European
Studies to enable them to compete.

Music lesson
The Slants rock McCartan Courtroom
<PM8I\ZQKS.5K+IZ\IV+W]Z\ZWWUPW[\MLQ\[ÅZ[\KWVKMZ\WVI
Saturday during the fall 2017 semester.
<PM;TIV\[ILIVKMZWKSJIVLNZWU8WZ\TIVL7ZMOWVXMZNWZUML
in an event that combined music and law. The band played some
WN \PMQZ[WVO[IVL\ITSMLIJW]\\PMQZTMOITJI\\TM\W\ZILMUIZS
<PM;TIV\[¼VIUM¸_PQKP\PM=;8I\MV\IVL<ZILMUIZS7ٻKM
rejected in 2010 because it was deemed disparaging to people of
Asian descent.
The band’s case, Matal v. Tam, proceeded all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court. In June 2017, the court ruled in The Slants’ favor
WV\PMOZW]VL[\PI\\PM4IVPIU)K\¼[LQ[XIZIOMUMV\KTI][M¸
_PQKPITTW_ML\PMOW^MZVUMV\\WLMVa\ZILMUIZSXZW\MK\QWVNWZ
LQ[XIZIOQVOVIUM[¸^QWTI\ML\PM.QZ[\)UMVLUMV\ZQOP\\WNZMM
speech. The decision attracted attention not just because of The
;TIV\[J]\IT[WJMKI][MQ\_I[I_QVNWZ\PM?I[PQVO\WV:ML[SQV[¼
MٺWZ\[\WSMMX\PI\KWV\ZW^MZ[QIT\MIUVIUM

N OT R E DA M E
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LAW STUDENTS JOIN
2018 MARCH FOR LIFE

Law Professor O. Carter Snead
and at least a dozen Notre Dame
Law students were among Notre
Dame’s record turnout at the
March for Life in January 2018
in Washington, D.C.
Overall, more than 1,000 Notre
Dame students and nearly 100 faculty and staff members attended.

7

Briefs

Commencement 2018
In May, the Law School held its 148th Hooding and Diploma Ceremony at the Joyce Center. The Law School conferred 204 J.D. and
41 LL.M. degrees to the Class of 2018.
The class selected the Honorable AMY CONEY BARRETT ’97 J.D. of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit as the DistinO]Q[PML8ZWNM[[WZWN \PMAMIZ<PM=;;MVI\MKWVÅZUMLPMZI[I
judge for the Seventh Circuit in October 2017.
1VPMZILLZM[[\W\PMOZIL]I\M[*IZZM\\\ITSMLIJW]\\PMXW_MZWN 
_WZL[¸M[XMKQITTaQVTI_
“Words are our essential tool of the trade,” she said. “Accountants
_WZS_Q\PV]UJMZ[LWK\WZ[_WZS_Q\P\PMJWLaTI_aMZ[_WZS_Q\P
words. Words bring contracts to life, they transfer property, they
give force to statutes and judicial opinions.”
Barrett encouraged graduates to use their new “superpower” wisely.
¹+PWW[MaW]Z_WZL[_Q[MTa1N \PMaZMÆMK\_PI\¼[OWWLIVL_PI\¼[
\Z]MLWV¼\JMINZIQL\W[Ia\PMUº[PM[IQL¹,WV¼\[XMISZMKSTM[[Ta
J]\[XMISNMIZTM[[Taº

Student honors
The Law School’s three most prestigious awards were announced
during the Hooding and Diploma Ceremony.
of Biloxi, Mississippi, received the Law School’s
PQOPM[\PWVWZ¸\PM+WTWVMT?QTTQIU20WaVM[)_IZL<PMI_IZL
Q[VIUMLNWZ6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWT¼[ÅZ[\LMIVIVLQ[XZM[MV\ML
annually to the member of the graduating class who has the best
record in scholarship, application, deportment, and achievement.
BRENT MURPHY

of Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania,
received the Dean Joseph O’Meara Award. The honor is presented
annually to a member of the graduating class for outstanding academic achievement.

Tradition continues
ROBERT L. MYERS III is hooded

by his grandfather Alfred M.
Lama at the Law School’s 2018
Hooding and Diploma Ceremony.
One of the commencement
traditions that Dean Nell Jessup
Newton started is the inclusion
of family members in the Hooding and Diploma Ceremony.
Law School graduates can be
hooded by a close family mem-

ber who is a Notre Dame Law
School graduate, a University of
Notre Dame faculty member or
academic officer, a member of
the judiciary, or a law professor,
current or retired, whether at
Notre Dame or elsewhere.
More than a dozen members of
the Law School’s Class of 2018
were hooded by family members.

MARY KATHERINE HICKEY

of Calgary, Alberta, received the Farabaugh
Prize for high scholarship in law. The award was established by
Gallitzin A. Farabaugh, a South Bend attorney.
MATHEW HOFFMANN

8
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From left, Mathew
Hoffman, Brent
Murphy, and Mary
Katherine Hickey.

From left, Professor Jimmy Gurulé speaks with Notre Dame
Exoneration Project members Alyssa Slaimen ’19 J.D. and Molly
Campbell ’19 J.D. outside the Elkhart County Prosecutor’s Office
in Elkhart, Indiana. Slaimen and Campbell are working on a case
involving Andy Royer, a mentally impaired man who says police
coerced him into falsely confessing to a 2002 murder.
Erika Gustin ’19 J.D.

Tia Paulette ’18 J.D.

Exoneration Project
inspires law students

)VL\PM[\]LMV\[LQLITTWN \PI\_WZSI[^WT]V\MMZ[VW\NWZIKIdemic credit.
*a\PMMVLWN \PM· [KPWWTaMIZ\PM[\]LMV\[¼ZMUIZSIJTM
dedication persuaded faculty members to approve the Law School’s
newest externship, the Wrongful Conviction Externship, supervised
by Gurulé and Slosar. The externship started in the fall 2018 semester with 12 students enrolled.

-ٺWZ\TMIL[\WVM_?ZWVON]T
Conviction Externship
In April 2017, KEITH COOPER inspired Notre Dame Law students
with his story of determination to clear his name and reclaim
his life. Cooper was wrongfully convicted of armed robbery in
-TSPIZ\1VLQIVIIVL[MZ^MLaMIZ[QVXZQ[WVNWZIKZQUM\PI\
he did not commit.

“I’m very excited for people to be able to experience the extern[PQXº8I]TM\\M[IQL¹?M_IV\ML\PMKI[M_WZS\WJM[WUM\PQVO
more formal, where people could earn academic credit, to ensure
longevity for this cause. This was important, because we had the
^MPQKTMIVL_IV\ML\WSMMXQ\Z]VVQVOº
That momentum has carried into this academic year.

His attorney, ELLIOT SLOSAR of the Exoneration Project in ChiKIOWXWQV\MLW]\\W\PMI]LQMVKMQV-KS0ITTWN 4I_\PI\PM_I[
[\QTTITI_[\]LMV\_PMVPM[\IZ\ML_WZSQVOWV+WWXMZ¼[KI[M

¹?M¼^MKWUMITWVO_IaJ]\W]Z_WZSQ[V¼\LWVMº[IQLERIKA GUSTIN ’19 J.D., one of the Exoneration Project’s founding members and
president for the 2018–19 school year.

¹<PMZMIZMUIVaXMWXTMW]\\PMZM_PW_W]TLTW^MaW]ZPMTX¸
even before you’re admitted (to the bar),” he said.

“While the externship investigates and tries our cases, the club continues to generate awareness and provide unique volunteer oppor\]VQ\QM[NWZÅZ[\aMIZTI_[\]LMV\[º/][\QV[IQL¹1\¼[IT_Ia[JMMV
IJW]\KZMI\QVO[WUM\PQVO\PI\_QTTTQ^MJMaWVL\PMNW]VLMZ[¸IJW]\
being a force for good for fellow students and our clients.”

<PM[\]LMV\[\WWS;TW[IZ¼[_WZL[\WPMIZ\IVL[\IZ\ML\PM6W\ZM
Dame Exoneration Project at the beginning of the 2017–18
academic year.
¹1\\WWS\PM[KPWWTJa[\WZUº[IQLTIA PAULETTE ’18 J.D., who
served as the Exoneration Project’s founding president. “Our listserv grew to about 150 students.”
With Professor JIMMY GURULÉ serving as faculty advisor, the Notre
,IUM-`WVMZI\QWV8ZWRMK\JMOIV_WZSQVOWVNW]ZKI[M[¸\PZMM
homicides and one case of rape and attempted murder. More than
ILWbMV[\]LMV\[_WZSMLZMO]TIZTaWV\PMKI[M[L]ZQVO\PM· 
school year. They performed research, they visited prisons to inter^QM_KTQMV\[IVL\PMaM^MV\ZI^MTMLW]\WN [\I\MWVWKKI[QWV\W\ITS
with witnesses.

Gurulé said the goal is to establish a Wrongful Conviction Legal
+TQVQK\WKWV\QV]M\PQ[_WZSWVIXMZUIVMV\JI[Q[
In addition to the valuable experience that the Exoneration Project
and the new Wrongful Conviction Externship provide for students,
8I]TM\\M[IQL\PMWZOIVQbI\QWV¼[_WZSQ[IT[WIPMIT\PaZMUQVLMZNWZ
law students that they are entering a profession where their actions
will have profound consequences.
“As lawyers, we’re very powerful human beings,” she said. “I
PWXMXMWXTM_QTT][M\PMQZTMOIT\ZIQVQVOIVL[SQTT[QVX]Z[]Q\WN 
social justice.”
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A Bridge
to Home

JAMES CHENEY, a member
of Notre Dame Law School’s
+TI[[WN  _I[I\_WZSI\
the Notre Dame Clinical Law
Center when the phone rang.

It was late October 2017,
and Cheney, a third-year law
[\]LMV\_I[_WZSQVO]VLMZ
Professor JUDITH FOX ’93 J.D. in
\PM-KWVWUQK2][\QKM+TQVQK¸
WVMWN Å^MNIK]T\aZ]VKTQVQK[
that provide free legal services
to individuals, small businesses,
IVLVWVXZWÅ\[QV\PM;W]\P
Bend area. Cheney had been
trying to contact Emma Gillam,
a prospective client, for several
months about the disputed
sale of her home to a local real
estate investor.

James Cheney ’18 J.D.
wins housing case
for local woman
By Erin Blasko

Earlier in the day, Cheney had
sent a letter to Gillam, pleading
with her to contact him directly
“or else there’s nothing we can
do for you.”

10

2018

Fortunately, the person on the
other end of the line, a member
of Broadway Christian Parish, a
local church with a long history
of homeless outreach, had good
news: They’d found Gillam, living in a homeless encampment
beneath an old railroad viaduct
in downtown South Bend.
Cheney jumped in his 1996
2MMX/ZIVL+PMZWSMMIVLLZW^M
south to the viaduct.
0MXIZSMLQVIKZ]UJTQVO
XIZSQVOTW\VM`\\W\PM^QIL]K\
IVLY]QKSTaTWKI\ML/QTTIU
IUWVO\PMUM[[WN JTIVSM\[IVL
cardboard mats.
“I was embarrassed,” Gillam
said. Her clothes were dirty. She
hadn’t bathed. The encampment
itself smelled of urine and other
foul odors. “I started crying.”
Experience had taught her to
Y]M[\QWV\PMSQVLVM[[WN [\ZIVO-

ers—even genuine-seeming ones
like Cheney, a tall, easygoing California “kid” with gentle, probing
eyes, neat blond hair, and an easy
smile—so she hesitated.
Still, she agreed to follow
Cheney to his car, where the
two talked for an hour about her
situation—the last in a series of
actions on Cheney’s part that
day that Fox described as “above
and beyond the call of duty.”
Afterward, Cheney said, Gillam
exclaimed, “I got me a lawyer!”
For Cheney, whose real-world
legal experience to that point
had consisted of interviews and
plea deals on behalf of licensed
attorneys, it marked the start of
IZMITTQNMKW]Z\JI\\TM¸PQ[ÅZ[\
as a law student.

through a combination of identity theft and title fraud or by
other fraudulent means.
The trouble began in December
2016, when Gillam retreated to
her daughter’s house in Elkhart
IN\MZIÅOP\_Q\PPMZP][JIVL
While Gillam was away, her
husband, Steven Woods, an
admitted alcoholic, got “very
drunk,” according to the lawsuit,
and agreed to sell the couple’s
two-bedroom home to a local
real estate investor.
“I was fully intoxicated,”
Woods recalled, explaining he
was upset about Gillam leaving
and about the overall state of
their marriage.

No money changed hands, and
no written record of the sale
exists, according to the lawsuit.
For Gillam, it was the beginning
But the investor changed the
of an emotional journey home
locks and paid to have Woods
after 10 long months on the
street—exposed, broke, and often removed from the property the
alone—after her husband, drunk very next day, according to the
lawsuit. He later rented it to a
IVL]X[M\IN\MZIÅOP\¹[WTLº
tenant, pocketing $6,150 in rent.
their home to a local investor.
“I’ve known since middle school When Gillam returned several
days later, she could no longer
that I wanted to be a lawyer,”
access the property, according
Cheney said. “I really view
to the lawsuit, and “it was pretty
lawyers as champions. I like the
QLMIWN ÅOP\QVONWZXMWXTMIVL1 soon after that that she was
homeless,” Cheney said.
think the courts, the justice system, they’re like a battleground.”
+PMVMaÅTMLITI_[]Q\WV/QTlam’s behalf on November 6,
2017, just a week or so after that
ÅZ[\KI]\QW][MVKW]V\MZ]VLMZ
the viaduct.

When Cheney did locate Gillam, he went straight to work.

before Gillam and Woods would
be allowed back into the house.
The judge issued an order in
January 2018 granting the
couple immediate possession of
the property. But even then, the
investor refused to comply with
the order. He would later be
held in contempt of court.
?PMV\PMKW]XTMÅVITTa_MZM
allowed back into the house, in
mid-January, they were shocked
at the condition of the place.
According to the lawsuit, not
only had the investor stopped
paying the utilities and property taxes, meaning there was
no heat or water, but he had
removed most of their belongings from the house, including
their furniture.
The lawsuit sought about
$35,000 in damages, including
more than $11,000 in lost personal property.
But the money is secondary,
Cheney said. The real problem
was that Woods and Gillam
were kicked out of their house,
and they were able to return.
“I’m glad I had help,” Gillam
said, referring to Cheney and
Fox. She began to cry. “I knew
the Lord was always going to
straighten things out.”

“I went immediately back to the
clinic, and I looked up the property, and I saw on there Emma
Gillam and Steven Woods,”
Cheney said. “They owned the
Though unique in its particulars, Gillam’s case is depressingly property. And I was like, ‘What
the heck? I can’t believe this is
common, Fox said. It falls into
happening.’”
the category of house theft, in
which someone takes possession Even with clear title to the
of another person’s property
property, it would be months

N OT R E DA M E
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A Different Kind of Lawyer

Kym Worthy ’84 J.D., the
prosecutor for Wayne
County, Michigan, was
determined to test more
than 11,000 rape kits
that were discovered in a
Detroit Police Department
warehouse in 2009. In
April, she was featured
in an HBO documentary
called I Am Evidence.
Photo credit:
Associated Press

‘I just
wanted
to bring
them
justice’

KYM WORTHY ’84 J.D. has a reputation—that she doesn’t back
down from a challenge and that
she uses the law to elevate her
community and change lives.

Worthy is the prosecutor for
Wayne County, Michigan,
where Detroit is the county seat.
;PMXZM[QLM[W^MZI[\IٺWN 
attorneys and prosecutes more
than half of the felony cases
in Michigan. She’s the public
face that took down Detroit’s
corrupt former mayor, Kwame
Kilpatrick.

Kym Worthy ’84 J.D.
wants to end the
backlog of untested
rape kits

0MZTI\M[\PQOPXZWÅTM^QK\WZa
has been the success of a yearslong project to end Wayne
County’s backlog of untested
rape kits.

By Lauren Love

12

1V!?WZ\Pa¼[WٻKMLQ[KW^ered that 11,341 untested rape
kits were collecting dust in a

2018

police warehouse. Since then,
she has been on a mission to test
every single kit.
Worthy—described by Essence
magazine as “the toughest
woman in Detroit”—said she
couldn’t just look the other way
after the kits were found.
“More than being in shock,
I was mad,” she said. “I was
angry that here was something
else negatively impacting the
city and what we’re trying to do
QV\PQ[WٻKM1_I[IVOZaNWZ\PM
thousands of victims who were
attached to these rape kits, and I
wanted to bring them justice.”
She assembled a task force
to investigate and prosecute
WٺMVLMZ[QLMV\QÅML_Q\P\PM
test results from the kits. The
initiative has been able to raise
money through government

Kym Worthy ’84 J.D., the
prosecutor for Wayne County,
Michigan, visits a Detroit Police
Department warehouse with
actress Mariska Hargitay in the
HBO documentary I Am Evidence.
Photo credit: HBO

funding and grants from nonXZWÅ\WZOIVQbI\QWV[

“Every time you let the facts
and the evidence guide you, you
really can’t go wrong. I can’t
As of early 2018, the initiative
worry about the other noise
had tested more than 10,000
As the Wayne County prosecukits. The test results led to the
tor, Worthy faces tough decisions around me,” Worthy said. “The
minute that a district attorney
QLMV\QÅKI\QWVWN UWZM\PIV  on a daily basis, and she makes
potential serial rapists and 144
those decisions on a very public or a prosecutor, especially an
elected one, worries about how
convictions. DNA from the kits
stage. But she doesn’t let public
has been linked to crimes in 40
opinion bother her. She remains IKI[MQ[OWQVO\WIٺMK\\PMU
states and Washington, D.C.
focused on doing the right things that’s when we’re not going to
JMMٺMK\Q^MI\_PI\_MLWº
In April, HBO released I Am Evi- for the right reasons.
dence, a documentary about the
alarming number of untested
rape kits in the United States.
<PMÅTUM`XTWZM[_Pa\PMZMIZM
more than 225,000 untested
rape kits nationwide and what
KIVJMLWVM\WÅ`\PMXZWJTMU
turn around if enough people
remain focused on doing what’s
right instead of what’s easy.

Learn more about I Am Evidence at
iamevidencethemovie.com.

Worthy is featured prominently
in I Am Evidence as one of the
people leading the charge to
work through the backlog and
pursue long-awaited justice.
For Worthy and others who call
Detroit home, the rape kits were
another setback in the city’s sordid history of negative national
headlines about government
mismanagement. Although the
city grapples with high rates
of poverty, a struggling school
district, and immense segregation, Worthy said there’s also an
energy in the city that things will

Kym Worthy ’84 J.D. speaks at a press conference about the Detroit Rape Kit Project. Photo credit: HBO
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The
law as a
vocation

Before he started law school at
Notre Dame, MATT FEENEY ’79,
’83 J.D. spent a year teaching in
a Catholic elementary school
in Phoenix as part of the Holy
Cross Associates, a post-graduate service program administered by the Congregation of
Holy Cross.

How ND inspired
Matt Feeney ’79, ’83 J.D.
to serve his community

The program’s pillars—a commitment to service, community,
a simple lifestyle, and spirituality—resonated with him.
Feeney has gone on to enjoy
great success in his legal career.
He is the chair of Snell &
Wilmer, a Phoenix-based law
ÅZU_Q\PUWZM\PIVI\\WZneys in 11 locations.

By Denise Wager

14

2018

And he has remained committed to those values that attracted
him to the Holy Cross Associates
nearly four decades ago.
When Feeney looks back, he can
see that his experience as a Holy
Cross Associate laid the foundation for a lifetime of social
responsibility, both personally
and professionally. He says
that many of his life’s threads,
including a passion for serving
the poor and an ongoing collaboration with the Congregation
of Holy Cross, lead back to his
year as a Holy Cross Associate.
“Father Hesburgh once said
aW]_QTTVM^MZÅVLIOZMI\MZ
collection of good people than
at Notre Dame, and I found that

to be true,” Feeney said, adding
that many of those good people
he encountered as an undergraduate were Holy Cross priests.

“We
look for
people
who are
both
excellent
lawyers
and good
people.”

with the legal paperwork. The
result was André House, which
opened in 1984 and continues to
meet the basic needs of the poor
“They caused me to look beyond and homeless who walk through
my narrow view of the world and its doors each day.
opened my eyes to something
A few years later, the priests
broader,” he said. “They helped
approached Feeney about formplant the seed of how I can con- ing a job service for the hometribute in some way—they drew
less in Phoenix. He jumped
me into becoming interested in
right in and became one of the
the Holy Cross Associates and
founding members of St. Joseph
W\PMZKI][M[IVLMٺWZ\[\PI\1IU the Worker—an organization
involved with today.”
that has been helping homeless
After his year of service, Feeney people secure quality employment for more than 30 years.
enrolled at Notre Dame Law
Feeney is passionate about the
School. During his years as
cause. Every year, his acoustic
a law student, he served as a
musical group, feeney/winthrop,
[\]LMV\ÅZMÅOP\MZIVL_WZSML
on the administrative side of the performs a concert as St. Joseph
Holy Cross Associates with REV. the Worker’s main fundraiser.
The group has raised more than
JOHN FITZGERALD, C.S.C., who
$400,000 through these concerts
ran the program.
over the past 11 years.
During his third year as a law
Feeney has been with Snell &
student, Feeney was weighing
what to do after graduation. He ?QTUMZ[QVKMPQ[ÅZ[\aMIZW]\
of law school. His practice focus
went to Professor G. ROBERT
is on mergers and acquisiBLAKEY ’57, ’60 J.D. for advice.
\QWV[[MK]ZQ\QM[WٺMZQVO[;-+
He told Blakey that he was
KWV[QLMZQVOIVWٺMZNZWUITI_ reporting and compliance, and
corporate governance matters,
ÅZU\PI\NMT\TQSMIOWWLÅ\
including advising corporate
but he thought that maybe he
should be doing something more boards and board committees.
service-focused instead.
0MQ[XZW]LWN \PMÅZU¼[[\ZWVO
commitment to corporate social
“Professor Blakey told me that
responsibility, which he says
PMÅZUTaJMTQM^MLITI_aMZWN 
conscience could make a mean- includes maintaining high standards of integrity for their cliQVON]TLQٺMZMVKMIVa_PMZMº
ents, fostering an enjoyable and
Feeney recounted. “He said,
‘Trust me, if you become a good respectful working environment
for employees, and a tradition
lawyer, you will have plenty of
of service and leadership to the
opportunities to do so.’”
community.
Feeney has done just that.
In the late 1980s, Feeney
0Q[ÅZ[\WXXWZ\]VQ\aKIUM_PMV KWKPIQZML\PMÅZU¼[XZWJWVW
Father Fitzgerald and another
committee with Larry Winthrop,
Holy Cross priest approached
who is a member of feeney/
him with their plan to establish
winthrop. They presented a
a Catholic Worker house in
pro bono policy that provided
Phoenix. Feeney helped them
attorneys with full “billable
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hour” credit if they performed
legal service to the poor. The
ÅZUILWX\ML\PMXWTQKa¸WVMWN 
\PMÅZ[\WN Q\[SQVLQV\PMVI\QWV
at that time.
¹1IUÅZUJMTQM^MZ\PI\XMWXTM
want to be part of institutions
that stand for something meaningful. We look for people who
are both excellent lawyers and
good people,” he said. “I can
trace that back to Notre Dame
and wanting to be part of an
institution that does good.”
Feeney and his wife, MICHELE
WENDLING ’83 J.D., met while at
Notre Dame Law School. He
[Ia[\PMaPI^MZIQ[MLÅ^MTW^QVO
and compassionate children. “If
I do nothing else in my life,” he
said, “that alone will be enough
for me.”
And he says Professor Blakey
was right. “I believe even a
KWZXWZI\MTI_aMZQVIJQOÅZU
KIVUISMIZMITLQٺMZMVKMNWZ
the poor and disadvantaged if
he or she is open to doing so,”
Feeney said.
.ZWU\PM_QVLW_QVPQ[ÅZ[\
WٻKMI\;VMTT?QTUMZPM
could see the elementary school
where he served with Holy Cross
Associates. He said, “It was as if
God were reminding me to not
forget to keep my heart open to
VM__Ia[\WUISMILQٺMZMVKM
My career at Snell & Wilmer has
provided me with opportunities
to do so.”
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London Law at 50

CELEBRATING
50 YEARS OF
NOTRE DAME LAW
IN LONDON

N

otre Dame Law School
embarked on a unique experiment in legal education in the
fall of 1968.

Instead of spending the 1968–69 academic
year at the South Bend campus, 20 members of the Law School’s second-year class
would study in London.
The launch of the London Law Program
made Notre Dame the only law school
where students could earn credit toward
an American law degree while studying in
England, and it is the only full-year London
program approved by the American Bar
Association.
In the half-century since the program was
born, more than 1,500 budding Notre
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Dame Lawyers have gone to England to
deepen their understanding of the roots
of American law, to explore international
career opportunities, and to forge lasting
bonds with classmates.
Students who participate in the London
Law Program will frequently describe it as
a life-changing experience, both personally
and professionally.
“The London Program is the reason I
applied to Notre Dame Law School. I had
not spent any time abroad as an underOZIL]I\MIVLNMT\1VMMLML\WÅTTIUQ[[QVO
gap in my undergraduate education,” NOEL
AUGUSTYN ’74 J.D. recalled recently. “It was
a very wise decision. The year in London
was one of the richest of my life.”

For other Notre Dame Law graduates, the
London Law Program set their career paths
on an international course.
RAYMOND DUNN ’82 J.D. said

his experience
in the program helped prepare him for a
career in international investment banking
IVLÅVIVKM)N\MZTI_[KPWWTPM_MV\WV\W
earn an MBA at Columbia University.
“I worked as a research consultant at the
OECD in Paris, an investment banker at
UBS in London and Hong Kong, and then
in our own company, which we started 19
years ago to arrange transactions for clients
WZ_Q\PÅVIVKQITXIZ\VMZ[QV\PM=;4I\QV
America, Asia, and Europe,” Dunn said.
“The London Law Program helped open
the door to pursue my career dreams.”
JAIME MCLEMORE ’07 J.D. lives and works
in London today as a result of her participation in the program. She advises on U.S.
and international tax and estate planning as
a partner at Withers LLP, an international
TI_ÅZUPMILY]IZ\MZMLQV4WVLWV

“The Notre Dame London Law Program
was literally life changing,” McLemore said.
“Without it, I would not have discovered
London or realized that working in London
was an option,” she said. “It certainly is not
the easiest or most straightforward legal
career path, but I am forever grateful for my
Notre Dame London experience because
it has led me to where I am—working and
living in the greatest city in the world.”
7VMWN \PMZMI[WV[TI_[\]LMV\[JMVMÅ\
from studying in London is that English law
is the basis for American law. The English
system is also the mother of legal systems
used in Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
India, and other nations in the former British Commonwealth.
“What better way to understand American
law than to go to its roots? And its roots are
in London,” said MICHAEL K. ADDO, director
of the London Law Program. “When trying
to understand the origins and trajectory of
American law, knowledge of the common
TI_WN -VOTIVLQ[IT_Ia[PMTXN]Tϰ

Notre Dame Law
School and Notre Dame
International celebrated
the 50th anniversary of
the London Law Program
throughout 2018. The
culminating celebration was
held in October in London.
Visit law.nd.edu/london50
to see stories, videos, and
photos that look back at the
program’s history and recap
the anniversary events.

“THE LONDON PROGRAM IS THE REASON I APPLIED TO
NOTRE DAME LAW SCHOOL. I HAD NOT SPENT ANY TIME
ABROAD AS AN UNDERGRADUATE AND FELT I NEEDED TO
.144)51;;16//)8165A=6,-:/:),=)<--,=+)<176ϰ
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London Law
In 1968, the Notre Dame London
Law Program is born with 20
students from Notre Dame Law
School enrolling in the Faculty of
Law, University College, University
of London, for the 1968–1969
academic year. The curriculum
consists of a combination of courses
traditionally taught at Notre Dame
and elective courses in comparative
and international law.
Dean WILLIAM B. LAWLESS ’44
J.D., who led the Law School from
1968 to 1971, started the London
Law Program. “The practitioner
of the future must understand in a
general way, at least, legal systems
other than his own,” Lawless says.
Professor CONRAD KELLENBERG,
a member of the Law School’s
faculty from 1955 to 2005, is the
XZWOZIU¼[ÅZ[\LQZMK\WZ

$4M Gift

Independent Program
In 1971, the Law School secures quarters at 23A Bloomsbury
Square to establish its own independent educational program
in London, starting with the 1971–1972 academic year. The
program will move again in 1972 to 14A Airlie Gardens in
Kensington and again in 1976 to the former site of College
of St. Mark and St. John in Chelsea.

19 7 1

1968

In 1981, Notre Dame receives
a $4 million gift from the estate
of DAGMAR CONCANNON,
the widow of prominent
Chicago lawyer MATTHIAS
CONCANNON. The gift enables
the Law School to enter into
a long-term lease and pay for
renovations at 7 Albemarle Street
in London’s Mayfair neighborhood.
<PMXZWOZIUKIVÅVITTa[M\\TMQV\W
a permanent location after residing
in several temporary locations
during previous years.
Also in 1981, the University starts a
program enabling undergraduate juniors in
the College of Arts and Letters to study in
London for a semester.

19 8 1

1983

1970

1977

London Summer Program

London MBA

Powerful Words

In 1970, Notre Dame Law School
launches its London summer program in
American law at the University of London.
More than 90 students from numerous law
schools enroll in the seven-week program.

In 1977, Notre Dame’s College of
Business Administration creates a
semester-long program for MBA
students to study in London.

On July 29, 1983, CHIEF
JUSTICE WARREN E.
BURGER of the U.S.

Supreme Court speaks at the
Notre Dame London Law
Centre’s dedication.
“In more than the quarter of
a century that I have been on
the bench, my visits to courts
wherever I traveled have given
me a better understanding
of how those systems work,”
Burger says. “Observation
of other systems is essential
to improving any system of
justice.”
University President
REV. THEODORE M.
HESBURGH, C.S.C., adds,

“It’s a marvelous thing for
young lawyers to be citizens
of the world and to know
how law is a force for peace,
because it’s for justice … .”
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LONDON LAW

Fischer Hall

In 1987, the Law School
graduates the London Law
8ZWOZIU¼[ÅZ[\445[\]LMV\[

In 1998, the University relocates its
London programs to accommodate
the increasing number of students
studying in London. Through a bequest
from CHARLES K. FISCHER ’49,
the University is able to renovate the
former United University Club at 1-4
;]ٺWTS;\ZMM\VMIZ<ZINITOIZ;Y]IZM
The building is named Marian Kennedy
Fischer Hall in honor of his mother.

19 8 7

19 9 8

First LL.M. graduate

Flagship
While blessing Conway Hall in 2012, University
President REV. JOHN I. JENKINS, C.S.C., recognizes
the Law School’s role in setting the stage for a much
larger Notre Dame presence in London.
He notes, “Notre Dame has had a presence in London
[QVKM! _PMVW]ZÅZ[\[\]LMV\[KIUMPMZM\W[\]La
law.” He calls Notre Dame’s London programs “the
ÆIO[PQXWN IVIUJQ\QW][QV\MZVI\QWVITIOMVLIº

2012

2018

1997

2011

Undergraduate Programs

Conway Hall

The Future

In 1997, the University starts a
comprehensive London program
for all undergraduates in the
Colleges of Arts and Letters,
Business Administration,
Engineering, and Science.

In 2011, the University opens
Conway Hall as a residence hall
for Notre Dame students studying
QV4WVLWV.WZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM6W\ZM
Dame has a student residence of
its own beyond campus.

MICHAEL ADDO, who
became the London Law
Program’s director in 2017,
is looking toward the future.
He is leading initiatives to
connect with alumni and
boost the London externship
program.

The building—the former Royal
Waterloo Hospital for Children
and Women—undergoes a
complete renovation and is named
in honor of Robert and Ricki
Conway. BOB CONWAY ’66 is a
longtime London resident whose
gift made it possible for Notre
Dame to establish the residence
hall for students.
Also in 2011, Dean NELL JESSUP
NEWTON announces the Law School
will begin allowing law students to spend
a single semester, instead of the full
year, in the London Law Program. Also,
the Law School will allow third-year
students to spend a semester or a full year
in London.
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“It’s only when you dream
that you wake up to an
ambition,” Addo said. “Fifty
years with more vibrance, 50
years with more expansion,
50 years with more impact.
In other words, to be seen
and to be known a little bit
more. That would be my
dream for the next 50 years.”
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Big
Ideas
The expansion of ND
Law’s intellectual property
program is bearing fruit
BY KEVIN ALLEN ’04

Professor Mark McKenna, director of
the Law School’s Program of Study in
Intellectual Property and Technology
Law, teaches a course in 2017 at the
Notre Dame London Global Gateway.

I

ntellectual property is one of the
fastest-growing areas of the law, both
in the United States and globally.

It’s a sign of a world where technological
change is quick and constant.
<PMÅMTLPI[JMMVOZW_QVOLZIUI\QKITTa
I\6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWT\WW<PM4I_
;KPWWTPI[QV^M[\MLQVIUIRWZM`XIV[QWV
WN Q\[QV\MTTMK\]ITXZWXMZ\aK]ZZQK]T]UQV
recent years to prepare students for a wide
^IZQM\aWN KIZMMZ[QVIÅMTL\PI\VMML[
UWZMOWWLI\\WZVMa[
<PM[MQV^M[\UMV\[KIVJM[MMVQVVM_NIK]T\aUMUJMZ[ILLQ\QWVITKW]Z[MWٺMZQVO[
IXZWOZIUWN [\]LaQVQV\MTTMK\]ITXZWXMZ\a
and technology law, a clinic where students
_WZSWVZMITXI\MV\IVL\ZILMUIZSKI[M[
IVL[M^MZITM`\MZV[PQX[\PI\XZW^QLM
PIVL[WVM`XMZQMVKM

¹18Q[]T\QUI\MTaIJW]\KZMI\QVOIVMV^QZWVUMV\NWZQVVW^I\QWVIVLKZMI\Q^Q\a
\PI\[]XXWZ\[P]UIVÆW]ZQ[PQVOº[IQL
MARK MCKENNA ’97, a John P. Murphy
.W]VLI\QWV8ZWNM[[WZWN 4I_I\6W\ZM
,IUM4I_;KPWWTIVLLQZMK\WZWN \PM
4I_;KPWWT¼[8ZWOZIUWN ;\]LaQV
Intellectual Property and Technology
4I_¹6W\ZM,IUMQ[IOZMI\XTIKM\W
study intellectual property and technology law because we can bring a rich
LQ[K][[QWVWN ^IT]M[\WW]ZK]ZZQK]T]Uº

CAITLIN CANAHAI,

a
UMUJMZWN \PM+TI[[WN 
2019 and president of the
4I_;KPWWT¼[1V\MTTMK\]IT
8ZWXMZ\a4I_;WKQM\aNWZ
2018–19, said she fell in
love with IP law while
working as McKenna’s research assistant
QV\PM[]UUMZNWTTW_QVOPMZ4aMIZ
¹6W\ZM,IUM\ISM[IPWTQ[\QKIXXZWIKP
to educating lawyers. You learn how laws
IٺMK\XMWXTMº+IVIPIQ[IQL¹1\PQVS18
law is interesting because technology is
always changing faster than the law, and
Q\¼[QV\MZM[\QVO\W[MMPW_\PMTI_ILR][\[\W
\PI\*]\1JMKIUMXI[[QWVI\MIJW]\18TI_
JMKI][MQ\IٺMK\[XMWXTM¼[TQ^M[QVI^MZa
ZMIT_Iaº

More courses, more
opportunities
*MNWZM5K3MVVIRWQVML\PM6W\ZM,IUM
4I_NIK]T\aNWZ\PM ·!IKILMUQK
aMIZ\PM4I_;KPWWTWٺMZML[Q`KW]Z[M[QV
intellectual property. A decade later, in the
· IKILMUQKaMIZ\PM4I_;KPWWT
WٺMZMLKW]Z[M[QV18TI_
These courses are taught by faculty who
JZQVO^IT]IJTMZMIT_WZTLM`XMZQMVKM\W
\PMKTI[[ZWWU
Professor JODI CLIFFORD, the founding
LQZMK\WZWN \PM4I_;KPWWT¼[1V\MTTMK\]IT
8ZWXMZ\aIVL-V\ZMXZMVM]Z[PQX+TQVQK
was a patent attorney for 10 years before
KWUQVO\W6W\ZM,IUMQV8ZWNM[[WZ
STEPHEN YELDERMAN was an attorney for
the Antitrust Division of the U.S. DepartUMV\WN 2][\QKMXZQWZ\WRWQVQVO\PM4I_
School’s faculty in 2013.
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AMTLMZUIV[IQLWVMWN \PMZMI[WV[PM
KIUM\W6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWTQ[\PI\Q\
provided an opportunity to help build and
M`XIVL\PM18XZWOZIU
“Intellectual property is absolutely an
QUXWZ\IV\IZMINWZTI_[KPWWT[\WJMXZMXIZQVO[\]LMV\[ºAMTLMZUIV[IQL
¹<PQ[Q[ZMÆMK\MLQV_PMZM\PMRWJ[IZM
0QZQVOQV18PI[JMMVJWWUQVONWZUIVa
aMIZ[VW_ºPM[IQL¹1\¼[IT[WZMÆMK\MLQV
\PMKI[M[\PM;]XZMUM+W]Z\Q[\ISQVO
<PMaITUW[\VM^MZ\W]KPMLXI\MV\TI_I
LMKILMIOWIVLVW_\PMa¼ZM\ISQVOU]T\QXTMKI[M[MIKP\MZUº
<PM4I_;KPWWTPI[IT[WMVTQ[\ML[M^MZIT
M`XMZQMVKML18I\\WZVMa[¸QVKT]LQVOI
NM_6W\ZM,IUMIT]UVQ¸\W[PIZM\PMQZ
M`XMZ\Q[MI[ILR]VK\XZWNM[[WZ[
.WZM`IUXTMBARRY IRWIN ’88, ’92 J.D. has
\I]OP\8I\MV\4Q\QOI\QWVIVL)L^IVKML
+WXaZQOP\-V\MZ\IQVUMV\4I_[QVKM
RWQVQVO\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[ILR]VK\NIK]T\a
in 2012. Irwin is the founder of Irwin
18I+PQKIOWJI[MLÅZU\PI\NWK][M[WV
intellectual property and technologyrelated litigation.

Learning outside the classroom
<PM4I_;KPWWTQ[IT[WXZW^QLQVOUWZM
WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[NWZM`XMZQMV\QITTMIZVQVOQV
\PM18ÅMTL
In addition to the Intellectual Property
IVL-V\ZMXZMVM]Z[PQX+TQVQK[MM[\WZa
on page 23), students can accelerate their
MV\ZaQV\W\PM18ÅMTLJa\ISQVO[SQTT[
KW]Z[M[[]KPI[,M[QOV4I__PMZM\PMa
develop IP strategies for industrial design
[\]LMV\[¼XZWRMK\[
;\]LMV\[KIVIT[WOIQVPIVL[WVM`XMZQMVKM\PZW]OPIKKM[[\WM`\MZV[PQX[QV
;W]\P*MVL+PQKIOWIVL?I[PQVO\WV
,+I[_MTTI[QV4WVLWV_PQTM[\]LaQVO
QV\PM4WVLWV4I_8ZWOZIU)NM_[\]dents have even been able to learn about
18TI_QV+PQVI\PZW]OP[]UUMZXTIKMUMV\[_Q\P)V2QM4I_.QZUQV*MQRQVO
where HE JING ’00 J.D. is a senior consultant and founding partner.
ADAM KWONIUMUJMZ

WN \PM+TI[[WN !
spent the spring 2018
[MUM[\MZQV\PM4I_
;KPWWT¼[?I[PQVO\WV

)VW\PMZ6W\ZM,IUMIT]UV][JAMES
FARRINGTON ’74\MIKPM[4QKMV[QVO
<ZIV[IK\QWV[I[IVILR]VK\XZWNM[[WZ
I\\PM4I_;KPWWT.IZZQVO\WV¼[TMOIT
XZIK\QKMPI[QVKT]LMLKWUUMZKQITJ][QVM[[
\ZIV[IK\QWV[¸M[XMKQITTaIKY]Q[Q\QWV[RWQV\
ventures, licensing, and other technology
\ZIV[NMZ\ZIV[IK\QWV[NWZJQW\MKPXPIZUIKM]\QKITIVLUMLQKITLM^QKMKWUXIVQM[

Connect with
the Law School

“After practicing law for U.S. and Swedish
TI_ÅZU[NWZUWZM\PIVaMIZ[1UW^ML
\W\PMVM`\KPIX\MZWN TQNMJaZM\]ZVQVO\W
6W\ZM,IUMIXTIKMUaPMIZ\VM^MZTMN\
[QVKMUa]VLMZOZIL]I\MLIa[QVKPMUQKIT
MVOQVMMZQVOº.IZZQVO\WV[IQL

Learn more about Notre
Dame Law School’s Program
of Study in Intellectual
Property and Technology
Law at law.nd.edu/ip.

¹1_IV\ML\W[PIZMUaUIVaaMIZ[WN 
XZIK\QKITM`XMZQMVKM\WPMTX[\]LMV\[
JMKWUMJM\\MZMY]QXXML\W[\IZ\\PMQZTMOIT
KIZMMZ[ºPM[IQL¹<PM4I_;KPWWT[18
IVL\MKPVWTWOaTI_XZWOZIUXZW^QLM[
our students with a strong foundation of
intellectual property law that I can build
WV_Q\P[WUMSVW_TMLOMWNIVLPIVL[WV
M`XMZQMVKM_Q\PI\ZIV[IK\QWV[XZIK\QKMº

The Law School always
appreciates hearing
from graduates who are
interested in speaking
to groups, serving as
mentors to students, and
participating in alumni
activities such as CLEs.
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,+XZWOZIU0MPILIR]LQKQITQV\MZVship with JUDGE JIMMIE V. REYNA of the
=;+W]Z\WN )XXMIT[NWZ\PM.MLMZIT
+QZK]Q\_PMZMIJW]\PITN WN \PMKI[M[
involved patents.
¹1\_I[UaJ][QM[\[MUM[\MZWN TI_[KPWWT
JaNIZ1XZWJIJTa_ZW\MUMUW[º3_WV
said. “I learned a lot about litigation, and
\PI\ZMITTaQVÆ]MVKMLUaLMKQ[QWV\W_IV\
\WLWXI\MV\TQ\QOI\QWVº
)TTWN \PM[MQV^M[\UMV\[IZMTMILQVO\W
\PMQZQV\MVLMLW]\KWUM[5WZMIXXTQKIV\[
IZMKPWW[QVO6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWT
JMKI][MWN Q\[18WٺMZQVO[IVLUWZM
recent graduates are landing positions with
IP practices.
After graduation, Kwon will work at VenIJTM448QV4W[)VOMTM[+IVIPIQ_QTTRWQV
,4)8QXMZQV+PQKIOW
KAITLIN ABRAMS ’17
J.D.[IQL\PM8ZWOZIU

of Study in Intellectual
Property and TechnolWOa4I__I[\PMXZQUIZaZMI[WV[PMLMKQLML
\WI\\MVL6W\ZM,IUM
4I_;KPWWT<WLIa[PM
Q[IVI[[WKQI\MI\0I]O8IZ\VMZ[448QV
New York, where ED HAUG ’74Q[\PMÅZU¼[
UIVIOQVOXIZ\VMZ
¹<PMI[[WZ\UMV\WN 18KW]Z[M[WٺMZMLI\
\PM4I_;KPWWTKW]XTML_Q\P\PMV]UMZous opportunities to obtain practical
M`XMZQMVKMITTW_MLUM\WJMOQVUaKIZMMZ
I[IXI\MV\TQ\QOI\WZ_Q\PILMOZMMWN KWVÅLMVKMIVL]VLMZ[\IVLQVOº)JZIU[[IQL
)[ITI_[\]LMV\)JZIU[PILI[MUM[\MZTWVOM`\MZV[PQXI\\PM=;8I\MV\IVL
<ZILMUIZS7ٻKMQV?I[PQVO\WV,+¸
IVM`XMZQMVKM\PI\[PM[IQL\I]OP\PMZ\PM
N]VLIUMV\IT[WN XI\MV\TI_IVLPMTXMLPMZ
XI[[\PM8I\MV\*IZ-`IU<PZW]OP\PM18
IVL-V\ZMXZMVM]Z[PQX+TQVQK[PMOIQVML
valuable insight into patent prosecution
\PI\PI[JMVMÅ\MLPMZTQ\QOI\QWVXZIK\QKM
¹1IU[WOZI\MN]T\W6W\ZM,IUM4I_
;KPWWTIVL\PM18NIK]T\aº)JZIU[[IQL
“for not only laying a foundation, but
sparking a passion for IP law that I will
KIZZa_Q\PUM\PZW]OPW]\UaKIZMMZº

ZM[MIZKPMZ[_PW_WZSML_Q\PPQU
<PM1,-)+MV\MZ_PQKP_WZS[\WV]Z\]ZM
KWUUMZKQITQbI\QWVIVLMV\ZMXZMVM]ZQIT
IK\Q^Q\QM[I\6W\ZM,IUMZMNMZZML\PMKI[M
to the clinic. JODI CLIFFORD, the IP and
-V\ZMXZMVM]Z[PQX+TQVQK¼[LQZMK\WZ[IQL
this is a valuable relationship.
¹8IZ\VMZQVO_Q\P\PM1,-)+MV\MZMV[]ZM[
\PI\QUXWZ\IV\QV^MV\QWV[TQSM\PQ[IZMOQ^MV
M^MZaWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WKWUM\WUIZSM\IVL
JMVMÅ\XMWXTMIZW]VL\PM_WZTLIVLQ\
OQ^M[6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWT[\]LMV\[\PM
OZMI\M`XMZQMVKMWN _WZSQVOKTW[MTa_Q\P
\PMKMV\MZ¼[MV\ZMXZMVM]Z[º+TQٺWZL[IQL

Jodi Clifford

;QVKM\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[1V\MTTMK\]IT
8ZWXMZ\aIVL-V\ZMXZMVM]Z[PQX+TQVQK
has provided pro bono legal assistance for
J][QVM[[^MV\]ZM[[\IZ\MLJa6W\ZM,IUM
NIK]T\a[\IٺIVL[\]LMV\[I[_MTTI[TWKIT
entrepreneurs.

Protecting
ideas,
preparing
students
IP and Entrepreneurship
Clinic provides valuable
service and valuable
experience

)\\PM[IUM\QUM\PMKTQVQKMVIJTM[[MKond- and third-year law students to gain
ZMIT_WZTLM`XMZQMVKM
The clinic is a participant in the U.S.
8I\MV\IVL<ZILMUIZS7ٻKM¼[4I_
;KPWWT+TQVQK+MZ\QÅKI\QWV8ZWOZIU
which allows students to practice intellectual property law under the guidance of
a faculty supervisor. The work includes
Q[[]QVOXI\MV\IJQTQ\aWXQVQWV[XMZNWZUQVO
\ZILMUIZSKTMIZIVKM[MIZKPM[LZIN\QVOIVL
ÅTQVOXI\MV\IVL\ZILMUIZSIXXTQKI\QWV[
IVLIV[_MZQVOWٻKMIK\QWV[
<PM18IVL-V\ZMXZMVM]Z[PQX+TQVQK¼[
work also supports the University’s greater
MٺWZ\[\WKWUUMZKQITQbM\PMLQ[KW^MZQM[
\PI\KWUMNZWUZM[MIZKPWVKIUX][
.WZM`IUXTM\PMKTQVQK[MK]ZMLIXI\MV\
in January 2018 for a device that could
help physicians detect serious health
XZWJTMU[NI[\MZIVLUWZMMKWVWUQKITTaJa
TWWSQVONWZJQWUIZSMZ[\PI\IZMQVLQKI\Q^M
of certain cancers and cardiovascular
diseases. The patent credits the invention
to HSUEH-CHIA CHANG, the Bayer Professor of Engineering and director of Notre
,IUM¼[+MV\MZNWZ5QKZWÆ]QLQK[IVL5MLQKIT,QIOVW[\QK[I[_MTTI[I\MIUWN NW]Z
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;WUMKI[M[PW_M^MZIZZQ^MI\\PM18IVL
-V\ZMXZMVM]Z[PQX+TQVQKNZWUJMaWVL
6W\ZM,IUM¼[KIUX][
.WZM`IUXTMBM[\<MI¸I*IT\QUWZMJI[ML
KWUXIVa\PI\UISM[MVMZOQbQVO\MI[_Q\P
PQOPMZTM^MT[WN KIٺMQVM¸KWVVMK\ML_Q\P
\PMKTQVQK\PZW]OPI6W\ZM,IUMOZIL]I\M
_PW_WZSMLNWZ\PMKWUXIVaBM[\<MIKWVtacted the clinic in the fall of 2016 after the
=;8I\MV\IVL<ZILMUIZS7ٻKMZMRMK\ML
\PMKWUXIVa¼[\ZILMUIZSIXXTQKI\QWV
¹?PMVW]ZIXXTQKI\QWVNWZI\ZILMUIZS
was denied, we didn’t know what we
_W]TLLWºBM[\<MINW]VLMZIVL+-7
JAMES FAYAL said.
¹?MLQLV¼\PI^M\PMUWVMa\WKWV\QV]M
_WZSQVO_Q\P\PMÅZU_PWPILQVQ\QITTa
ÅTMLW]ZIXXTQKI\QWVIVL_MLQLV¼\SVW_
what our options were. Potential investors
_MZMI[SQVOIJW]\W]Z\ZILMUIZSIVL
_W]TLV¼\UW^MNWZ_IZL_Q\P][]V\QT_M
PIL[WUM\PQVOÅO]ZMLW]\º.IaIT[IQL
“Fortunately, we were put in touch with
6W\ZM,IUM¼[TI_KTQVQKIVLQ\_I[I\W\IT
OIUMKPIVOMZ7]Z\ZILMUIZS_I[ZMOQ[\MZMLW]ZQV^M[\WZ[_MZMPIXXaº
<PM18IVL-V\ZMXZMVM]Z[PQX+TQVQKQ[
WVMWN \PM4I_;KPWWT¼[Å^MKTQVQK[ITT
WN _PQKPN]VK\QWVI[\MIKPQVOTI_WٻKM[
where students work as lead attorneys on
real cases under the supervision of
[MI[WVMLNIK]T\aUMUJMZ[
Learn more at law.nd.edu/clinics.
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1 in 3
One-third of Notre Dame Law School’s
third-year students have
taken at least two IP courses.

17

Strength in
numbers

The Law School offered 17 courses in
IP law during the 2017–18 academic
year, up from six courses in 2007–08.

10%

6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWTPI[
QV^M[\MLQVILZIUI\QKM`XIV[QWV
of its intellectual property curric]T]UQVZMKMV\aMIZ[\WXZMXIZM
students for a wide variety of
KIZMMZ[QVIÅMTL\PI\VMML[UWZM
good attorneys.

One out of 10 students at the Law
School have undergraduate degrees in
science, technology, engineering,
and math (STEM) subjects.

<PQ[[IUXTQVOWN V]UJMZ[[PW_[
PW_U]KP\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[18
XZWOZIUPI[OZW_V

5 of 10

8ZWNM[[WZ5IZS5K3MVVI_ZW\MÅ^M
of the 10 most-cited trademark
articles from 2010 to 2014.

98
A total of 98 students have enrolled in
the IP and Entrepreneurship Clinic course
since the clinic launched in 2012.
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Student
entrepreneurs
The IDEA Center—which stands for Innovation, De-Risking
and Enterprise Acceleration—provides space, services, and
expertise for commercialization and entrepreneurial activities
at the University of Notre Dame.
The IDEA Center helped launch 27 startup companies from
July 2017 to June 2018, and three of those companies were
founded by Notre Dame Law students. Here are their stories.
Members of the Impowerus team, clockwise from top left: Veronica
Canton ’18 J.D., Manon Burns ’18 J.D., Carol Li ’20 J.D., Katelyn
Ringrose ’19 J.D., Alex Ingoglia ’20 J.D., and Erika Gustin ’19 J.D.

Impowerus
The idea came to KATELYN RINGROSE a
few years ago while she was working for
a public school in Washington state. She
saw young immigrants who had escaped
dangerous situations in their birth countries and were living in the United States
without their parents.

other resources around campus that assist
entrepreneurs.

detecting cancer in Stage I, when patients
PI^MI!XMZKMV\Å^MaMIZ[]Z^Q^ITZI\M

Impowerus won the Fellow Irish Social
Hub, or FISH, award for best social
venture at the Mendoza College of Business’s McCloskey Business Plan Competition in 2017. At the 2018 competition,
Impowerus won $40,000 in awards.

Origin is focused particularly on ovarian
cancer, which is asymptomatic and has no
reliable diagnostic test. Patients overwhelmingly progress for years prior to diagnosis.
Through its patented test, Origin seeks to
shine a light on this “silent killer.”

The experience inspired Ringrose to go to
law school, and it also inspired her to start
IMPOWERUS—an online platform that connects juvenile immigrants with pro bono
I\\WZVMa[WٺMZQVOQUUQOZI\QWV[MZ^QKM[

“This campus is really supportive of
student ideas,” Ringrose said. “We’ve had
a lot of doors opened for us. People have
been very willing to reach out and ask
what they can do.”

Impowerus removes a barrier to legal representation by enabling attorneys and clients
to communicate over the Internet through
a secure video chat with the integration of
I][MN]TLI[PJWIZL<PM[MZ^QKMIT[WWٺMZ[
^IT]M\WTI_ÅZU[JaMVIJTQVO\PMU\WÅVL
pro bono clients quickly and easily. The
Impowerus team is working on a price that
ÅZU[_W]TLXIa\W][M\PM[MZ^QKM_PQKP
could follow a subscription model.

Learn more at impowerus.com.

Ringrose arrived at Notre Dame with the
idea for Impowerus, but building the idea
QV\WIJ][QVM[[PI[JMMVIKWTTMK\Q^MMٺWZ\
Several other Notre Dame Law students
and alumni have worked on Impowerus,
and the company has received grants and
guidance from the IDEA Center as well as

Origin Oncology and
Pareto Life Sciences
MATTHEW CURTIS, who is on track to
receive a J.D. and MBA from Notre Dame
in May 2019, has found time to start two
life sciences companies on top of his
regular coursework.

He founded ORIGIN
ONCOLOGY in
September 2017.
The company has a
patented method for
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The second company, PARETO LIFE
is looking to connect people
with blood-related diseases and cancers
with willing bone marrow donors. At least
3,000 people die each year in the United
;\I\M[JMKI][M\PMaKIVVW\ÅVLIUI\KPing bone marrow donor.

SCIENCES,

Curtis formed the company in January
2018 with CHAS PULIDO, an undergraduate in the Mendoza College of Business.
8IZM\WQ[\PM_WZTL¼[ÅZ[\[\MUKMTTUIZSM\place. By using a swab kit and a human
leukocyte antigen database, Pareto will
connect donors with patients. Donors will
receive up to $10,000 per donation.
A Notre Dame alumnus, TOM BUCKLEY
heard about Pareto while visiting the
1,-)+MV\MZIVLPMTXML7ZQOQVZMÅVMQ\[
pitch and connect with key partners. In
spring 2018, the company closed on a seed
funding round at a $2.5 million valuation.

’87,
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Mike
Briefs

Father Mike’s
4I_;KPWWTTMOIKa
By Amanda Gray ’12
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7

VI<]M[LIaM^MVQVOQVTI\M5IZKP\PMKT]JI\4MOMVL[
WN 6W\ZM,IUM_I[XIKSML_Q\PTI_[\]LMV\[NIK]T\a
IVLILUQVQ[\ZI\WZ[1V\PMUQLLTMWN ITWVO[MUM[\MZ\PMa
ignored their studies and other regular responsibilities to stay out
late on a school night, to laugh and to cheer.
1\_I[\QUMWVKMIOIQVNWZ\PM.I\PMZ5QSM;PW_¸\PMIVV]IT
UMVIOMZQM\PI\JZQVO[W]\\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[PQLLMV\ITMV\IVLZIQ[M[
UWVMaNWZ[KPWTIZ[PQX[IVL[\]LMV\IK\Q^Q\QM[

0MZM¼[I[IUXTQVOWN \PMTQVM]X"8ZWNM[[WZBRUCE HUBER rapped
¹)VVM0IUQT\WV"<PM5][QKITºQVPWUIOM\W\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[
ZM^MZMLZMOQ[\ZIZ;\]LMV\U][QKQIV[ZWKSMLIVIKW][\QK^MZ[QWVWN 
¹<PM5QLLTMºJaBMLL5IZZMV5WZZQ[IVL/ZMaSHARON BACON,
[MVQWZWٻKMI[[Q[\IV\QV\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[)LUQ[[QWV[7ٻKMXTIaML
the spoons to a double standing ovation and applause loud enough
\WLZW_VW]\)TIJIUI¼[¹5W]V\IQV5][QKº
REV. MICHAEL D. MCCAFFERTY, C.S.C.¸IT[WSVW_VI[.I\PMZ
5QSM¸_W]TLPI^MPILIOZMI\\QUM0MIT_Ia[TW^ML\PM4I_
;KPWWT¼[^IZQM\a[PW_0MWN\MVXTIaML\PMZWTMWN ¹ZW^QVOZMXWZ\MZº
during the faculty news skit and closed out the evening with an Irish
RQOWV[\IOM

5K+IٺMZ\a_I[SVW_VNWZJZQVOQVOXMWXTM\WOM\PMZ[WQ\_I[Å\\QVO
\PI\6W\ZM,IUM4I_[\]LMV\[ZMVIUML\PM[PW_QVPQ[PWVWZ
IN\MZPMLQMLWN VWV0WLOSQV¼[TaUXPWUIQV! 5WZM\PIV
\PZMMLMKILM[TI\MZ[\]LMV\[[\QTTKITT\PI\VQOP\WN RWaN]TNMTTW_[PQX
\PM.I\PMZ5QSM;PW_1\¼[J]\WVMM`IUXTMWN \PMUIVa_Ia[
\PI\5K+IٺMZ\a¼[TMOIKaKWV\QV]M[\WTQ^MWVQV\PMKWUU]VQ\aPM
helped build.
¹0M_I[IVQVKZMLQJTaKPIZQ[UI\QKXMZ[WVº[IQL8ZWNM[[WZPATRICIA
O’HARA ’74 J.D.INWZUMZ4I_;KPWWTLMIVIVLIUMUJMZWN \PM
4I_;KPWWT¼[NIK]T\a[QVKM! ¹1IT_Ia[\PQVSWN I_PMMTIVL\PM
kind of person who is the hub of the wheel. Father Mike was very
U]KP\PI\SQVLWN XMZ[WV5IVaXMWXTM_MZMI\\ZIK\ML\WPQUIVL
PMJMKIUM\PMP]J\PI\KWVVMK\ML\PMUº
5K+IٺMZ\aZMTQ[PML\PI\ZWTM0MIT_Ia[KPW[MIVWٻKMI\\PM
KMV\MZWN \PM4I_;KPWWT¼[\ZIٻKXI\\MZV[IVLPMSMX\I?I\MZNWZL
KZa[\ITJQ[K]Q\RIZÅTTML_Q\P55[I[N]Z\PMZUW\Q^I\QWVNWZXMWXTM
\W^Q[Q\PQU<WLIaPQ[?I\MZNWZLRIZKWV\QV]M[\WJM_MTT[\WKSML
_Q\P55[IVL[Q\[QVDEAN NELL JESSUP NEWTON’SWٻKM¸
M`KMX\L]ZQVO4MV\
¹)\PQ[KWZMº7¼0IZI[IQL¹PM_I[^MZaQVÆ]MV\QITQVJ]QTLQVO\PI\
[MV[MWN KWUU]VQ\a\PI\_M[\QTTPI^M\WLIaº

First and foremost, a priest
5K+IٺMZ\aMIZVML\PZMM6W\ZM,IUMLMOZMM[¸I*)QV!!
I2,NZWU\PM4I_;KPWWTQV!IVLIV5)QV\PMWTWOaQV
!0MXZIK\QKMLTI_QV+PQKIOWIVL?I[PQVO\WV,+IVL
PMMIZVMLIV445NZWU0IZ^IZL4I_;KPWWTJMNWZMRWQVQVO\PM
6W\ZM,IUM4I_NIK]T\aQV! 
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FAT H E R

Mike
Briefs
He was a lawyer, a scholar, a teacher, a storyteller, a friend. He was
RW^QITIVLIXXZMKQI\MLÅVM\PQVO[TQSM;KW\KP_PQ[SaIVL4IKW[\M
golf shirts.
*]\ÅZ[\IVLNWZMUW[\5K+IٺMZ\a_I[I+I\PWTQKXZQM[\WN \PM
+WVOZMOI\QWVWN 0WTa+ZW[[¸ILM^W]\UIV_PW[\IZ\ML\PM\ZILQ\QWVWN ;]VLIaVQOP\TQ\]ZOQM[QV¹\PMXQ\ºWN _PI\Q[VW_\PM3ZM[OM
4I_4QJZIZaJI[MUMV\0MIT[WOM\[KZMLQ\NWZ\PM\ZILQ\QWVWN I
4I\QV\ZIV[TI\MLLQXTWUIIVL\PMXZMK]Z[WZ\W_PI\JMKIUM\PM
4I_;KPWWT¼[UWZVQVOXZIaMZ[MZ^QKMWVKWUUMVKMUMV\_MMSMVL
5IVaNWZUMZ[\]LMV\[ZMKW]V\[\WZQM[WN 5K+IٺMZ\a\ZI^MTQVO\W
take part in weddings and funerals. He celebrated liturgies in both
KWV\M`\[NWZTIM ROONEY ’82 J.D._PWTW[\PQ[UW\PMZL]ZQVOPQ[
[MKWVLaMIZI\\PM4I_;KPWWT:WWVMaZMUMUJMZ[_ITSQVOQV\W
PQ[PWUMKP]ZKPQV1TTQVWQ[IVL[MMQVO5K+IٺMZ\aI\\PMIT\IZ_Q\P
\_WW\PMZXZQM[\[NZWU,QTTWV0ITT_PMZM:WWVMa_I[IZM[QLMV\
assistant.
¹1PILVWQLMI\PMa_MZMKWUQVOº:WWVMa[IQL¹)[ISQL_PW_I[
VW\IVQV[QLMZI\6W\ZM,IUMOWQVO\PZW]OP\PM_WZ[\\QUMQVUa
TQNMNWZ\PMU\WR][\[PW_]XTQSM\PI\]VIVVW]VKML\WJMXIZ\WN 
\PM_PWTM\PQVO\W[]XXWZ\UMIVLUaNIUQTa\PI\XZWJIJTaUWZM
\PIVIVa\PQVOMT[MQV\PMPQ[\WZaWN UaTQNM\I]OP\UM_PI\\PM
6W\ZM,IUMQLMIWN KWUU]VQ\aQ[º

5K+IٺMZ\aPILI[MZQW][[QLM\PI\PMTXML[\]LMV\[W^MZKWUMPIZLships, too.

5K+IٺMZ\aIT[WKMTMJZI\ML\PM_MLLQVO5I[[_PMV:WWVMaUIZZQMLPQ[4I_;KPWWTKTI[[UI\MKIM PTAK ’82 J.D.QV\PMUQLLTMWN 
I[VW_[\WZUWV2IV]IZa! QV+QKMZW1TTQVWQ[:WWVMaRWSML
\PI\5K+IٺMZ\a[PW_[]XQVUWZMWN \PM_MLLQVOXPW\W[\PIVPM
LWM[I[\PMOZWWU

?PMV*ZW_V_I[WVKIUX][QV5IaNWZPQ[LI]OP\MZ¼[OZIL]I\QWV
PM\WWSPMZ\W^Q[Q\5K+IٺMZ\a¼[OZI^M[Q\MQV0WTa+ZW[[+MUM\MZa
1\_I[QUXWZ\IV\\WPQU\PI\[PMSVW_5K+IٺMZ\a¼[VIUM

He encouraged WALTER BROWN ’85 J.D. to repair his relationship
_Q\PPQ[NI\PMZ¹1LQLIVLQ\¼[[WUM\PQVO1¼UNWZM^MZOZI\MN]TNWZº
*ZW_V[IQL¹1\\WWS[WUMWVMMT[M\WJMIJTM\WNWK][WV\PI\IVL
\PI\_I[.I\PMZ5QSMº

“There really isn’t a day that goes by that I don’t think of how
.I\PMZ5QSMPMTXMLO]QLMUM\WJMKWUM\PMXMZ[WV1IUº*ZW_V
[IQL¹0MJZW]OP\\WUMITTWN \PMY]ITQ\QM[WN [WUMWVM\PI\1_W]TL
_IV\\WMU]TI\MQVUaTQNMº

Mementos of Father Mike

“Mike was great
one-on-100,
but he was also
great one-on-one.”

Professor MATT BARRETT ’82, ’85 J.D. took nine credit hours with
5K+IٺMZ\a_PMVPM_I[I[\]LMV\I\\PM4I_;KPWWTIVLPM
ZMKITT[TMIZVQVOM^MVUWZMNZWU\PMXZQM[\W]\[QLM\PMKTI[[ZWWU
<WLIa*IZZM\\PI[ITM\\MZNZWU5K+IٺMZ\aNZIUMLQVPQ[WٻKMQV
-KS0ITTWN 4I_\WZMUQVLPQUWN \PMUIV_PW\I]OP\PQUVW\R][\
about the law, but also about integrating faith into daily life, both
XMZ[WVITTaIVLXZWNM[[QWVITTa*IZZM\\TWWS[I\\PI\TM\\MZM^MZa\QUM
PMTMI^M[PQ[WٻKM\W\MIKPIKTI[[
1\¼[VW\]V][]ITNWZ5K+IٺMZ\a¼[NZQMVL[IVLNWZUMZ[\]LMV\[\WLQ[XTIa[]KPUMUMV\W[<PW[M[UITTZMUQVLMZ[IZMaM\UWZMM`IUXTM[
of how he continues to guide and inspire the lives he touched.
JOHN GIBBONS ’85 J.D.SMMX[IXPW\WWN PQ[UW\PMZLIVKQVOIV
1ZQ[PRQO_Q\P5K+IٺMZ\a;PMXI[[MLI_IaIaMIZJMNWZM5K+INNMZ\aLQL[W/QJJWV[KPMZQ[PM[\PMQUIOMWN \PMQZNIKM[[UQTQVOW]\
NZWU\PMNZIUM
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Remembering
Father Mike
5MUWZQIT[\W:M^5QKPIMT,5K+INNMZ\a+;+IZMLQ[XTIaMLQV[M^MZIT
[XW\[I\6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWT
Stained-glass windows displayed in
;\<PWUI[5WZM+PIXMTIVLVM`\\W
\PM[\IQZ_Ia\W-KS+WUUWV[IJW^M
left) were donated in his honor. There
IZMIT[W\_WXTIY]M[¸WVMQV\PM-KS
+WUUWV[[\IQZ_IaIVLWVMW]\[QLM
]VLMZ\PM[\I\]MWN ;\<PWUI[5WZM¸
\PI\KWUUMUWZI\MPQ[KWV\ZQJ]\QWV[
\W\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[KWUU]VQ\aIVL
traditions.

1VPQ[WٻKM/QJJWV[IT[WSMMX[I[UITTNZIUMLXQK\]ZMWN ;\
<PWUI[5WZM\PI\5K+IٺMZ\aOI^MPQUI\OZIL]I\QWV
¹1X]\\PI\VM`\\WUaLWWZJMKI][M1IT_Ia[_IV\\WJMZMUQVLML
WN LWQVO\PMZQOP\\PQVOQV\PMXZIK\QKMWN TI_JI[MLWV\PMUWZIT
\PMWTWOQKITR]ZQ[XZ]LMVKMº/QJJWV[[IQL¹1\]VLMZXQV[PW__M
approach all of the issues we confront as lawyers, which was driven
PWUMJa.I\PMZ5QSM1VM^MZKWUMKTW[M\WUISQVOILMKQ[QWV\PI\
_W]TLWٺMVL\PI\XQK\]ZMWZ.I\PMZ5QSMº

BRIAN SHORT ’72, ’75 J.D., who

_I[NZQMVL[_Q\P5K+IٺMZ\aUILMI
OMVMZW][OQN\\W\PM4I_;KPWWTQV
\W[]XXWZ\\PM5K+IٺMZ\a.MTTW_[PQX
and provide for the restoration of the
[\IQVMLOTI[[_QVLW_VM`\\W\PM-KS
+WUUWV[[\IQZ_Ia

;M^MZITZMUMUJZIVKM[KIVIT[WJMNW]VLQV\PM4I_;KPWWTQVXTIY]M[
IVL[\IQVMLOTI[[_QVLW_[LMLQKI\ML\W5K+IٺMZ\a¼[UMUWZa

“Mike was great one-on-100, but he
_I[IT[WOZMI\WVMWVWVMº;PWZ\[IQL
“Maybe that’s one of the reasons why
his personal legacy has lasted as long
I[Q\PI[0M_I[IOZMI\UIVIOZMI\
XMZ[WVIVLIOZMI\NZQMVLº

*]\PQ[UW[\XZWNW]VLTMOIKa_QTTKWV\QV]M\WJM\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[
OZIL]I\M[M^MV\PW[M_PWVM^MZSVM_PQU
As Brown said, “The legacy Father Mike leaves is that the generation
WN [\]LMV\[_PW_ITSIZW]VL_Q\PPQ[QUXZQV\WV\PMQZTQ^M[_QTTKIZZa
\PI\WV\WW\PMZ[º

Support the McCafferty Fellowship
:M^5QKPIMT,5K+IٺMZ\a_I[TQSM\PMP]JWN \PM_PMMTNWZ\PM
4I_;KPWWTKWUU]VQ\a8MWXTMÆWKSML\WPQUIVLJMKIUMTQSM
spokes in the wheel, connected by Father Mike at the hub.
<PM5K+IٺMZ\a.MTTW_[PQXQ[WVMWN \PMUIVa_Ia[6W\ZM,IUM
4I_;KPWWTKWV\QV]M[\WPWVWZ5K+IٺMZ\a¼[TMOIKa<PM\PZMMaMIZ
NMTTW_[PQX_PQKP[QOVQÅKIV\TaLMNZIa[\PMKW[\WN \]Q\QWVQ[I_IZLML
\WWVMQVKWUQVO[\]LMV\_PWPI[\PMXW\MV\QIT\WJMIP]J\PI\
KWVVMK\[XMWXTMI[5K+IٺMZ\aLQL
PAUL DREY ’89, ’92 J.D._I[\PMÅZ[\5K+IٺMZ\a.MTTW_

¹1\KPIVOMLUaKIZMMZIVLUaTQNMº,ZMa[IQL¹1\_I[IVIUIbQVO
OQN\¸Q\_I[Y]Q\MP]UJTQVO\WJMI_IZLML\PMÅZ[\.I\PMZ5QSM

I_IZL1\[PW_[\PI\\PMJMVMNIK\WZ[\Z]TaUISMILQٺMZMVKMQV
XMWXTM¼[TQ^M[º
,ZMa[IQL.I\PMZ5QSM_I[I¹[]XMZPMZWºQVPQ[MaM[M[XMKQITTa
during his undergraduate years as a resident of Dillon Hall, which
_I[IT[W5K+IٺMZ\a¼[PWUMWVKIUX][¹<PMZM¼[IVM`IUXTMWN 
_PI\I6W\ZM,IUMXMZ[WVQ[¸Q\¼[PQUº,ZMa[IQL¹.I\PMZ5QSM
ZMUQVL[UMWN \PM\aXMWN TI_aMZaW]_IV\\WJMIVL[PW]TLJMº
1N aW]_W]TLTQSM\WLWVI\M\W\PMN]VL[MVLKPMKS[WZUISMWVTQVM
LWVI\QWV[\W\PM4I_;KPWWT_Q\PIUMUWTQVMVW\MWN ¹5K+INNMZ\a.MTTW_[PQXº.WZY]M[\QWV[WZI[[Q[\IVKMKWV\IK\<PMZM[I.Za
at tfry@nd.edu or 574-631-7609.
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Barb Fick and
Doug Cassel Retire
6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWT¼[ KWUUMVKMUMV\
KMZMUWVa_I[\PMTI[\NWZBARBARA J. FICK and
DOUGLASS CASSEL¸\_WXZWNM[[WZ[_PWZM\QZML
I\\PMMVLWN \PMIKILMUQKaMIZ
.QKSIVM`XMZ\QVTIJWZTI_JMKIUMIUMUJMZ
WN \PM6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWTNIK]T\aQV! 
;PMUMV\WZMLUIVa[\]LMV\[_PWMV\MZML\PM
ÅMTLWN TIJWZTI_IVLUILMUIVaKWV\ZQJ]\QWV[
\W\PMX]JTQK¼[]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN \PMÅMTL.WZ
M`IUXTMNZWU!!]V\QT!.QKS_WZSML_Q\P
\PM)UMZQKIV+MV\MZNWZ1V\MZVI\QWVIT4IJWZ
Solidarity, advising and teaching trade union
TMILMZ[QV+MV\ZITIVL-I[\MZV-]ZWXM;PM
_WZSMLKTW[MTa_Q\P\PM)UMZQKIV*IZ)[[WKQI\QWV\WML]KI\M\PMX]JTQKIJW]\MUXTWaUMV\TI_
and workers’ rights, and she wrote The ABA Guide
to Workplace Law.

+I[[MTRWQVML\PM4I_;KPWWTQVIVL[MZ^ML
I[LQZMK\WZWN \PM+MV\MZNWZ+Q^QTIVL0]UIV
:QOP\[NZWU\W0MPI[_WZSML\QZMTM[[TaWVJMPITN WN P]UIVZQOP\[\PZW]OPW]\\PM
)UMZQKI[IVLZMKMV\TaXTIaMLIKZ]KQITZWTMQV\PM
\ITS[\PI\MVLML+WTWUJQI¼[PITNKMV\]ZaWN KQ^QT
_IZ+I[[MTPI[ZMTWKI\ML\W6M_AWZS_PMZM
PMQ[[IUXTQVOZM\QZMUMV\IVL[MZ^QVOI[KW]V[MT
_Q\P\PMTI_ÅZU3QVO;XITLQVO
*W\P.QKSIVL+I[[MTIZMZMKQXQMV\[WN \PM/ZMV^QTTM+TIZS)_IZL_PQKP\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 6W\ZM
,IUMOQ^M[IVV]ITTa\WINIK]T\aUMUJMZ_PW[M
voluntary activities serve to advance the cause of
XMIKMIVLP]UIVZQOP\[.QKSZMKMQ^ML\PMI_IZL
QVIVL+I[[MTZMKMQ^MLQ\QV

Four new professors join the Law School
Notre Dame Law School welcomed four new faculty members at the beginning of the 2018–19 academic year.
Samuel Bray is a lateral hire from
UCLA School of Law. He is one
of the nation’s leading scholars of
remedies, and his recent work on
national injunctions was published
in the Harvard Law Review.

Emily Bremer came to Notre
Dame from the University of
Wyoming College of Law. Her
scholarship focuses on administrative law and procedure, and
examines how private ordering
and public law intersect.
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Sadie Blanchard was a
Fellow in Private Law at Yale
Law School before joining Notre
Dame. Her research examines
how legal institutions interact
with social forces to shape
behavior, especially in markets.

Christian Burset is a legal
historian with a J.D. and Ph.D. in
history from Yale. His research
involves the development of English
and American legal institutions.

The Honorable Laurence H. Silberman, right, of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, administers the
oath of office for Judge Amy Coney Barrett ’97 J.D. Her
husband, Jesse Barrett ’96, ’99 J.D., is holding the Bible.

ND Law hosts

Judge Amy Barrett’s
investiture

White House Counsel Donald
McGahn, a 1991 graduate of
the University of Notre Dame,
presents Barrett with the
Presidential Commission.
Photos by Notre Dame Law
Professor Julian Velasco

Notre Dame celebrated a beloved alumna and
professor in February when the Law School
hosted the investiture of AMY CONEY BARRETT ’97
J.D. as a judge for the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit.

*IZZM\\¼[P][JIVLJESSE BARRETT ’96, ’99 J.D.,
an assistant U.S. attorney in the Northern District
of Indiana, earned a standing ovation after he
delivered a touching speech about his wife’s gift
for empathy and personal relationships.

An audience of colleagues, friends, and family
UMUJMZ[ÅTTML\PM8I\ZQKS.5K+IZ\IV+W]Z\room for the ceremony, which included a touching combination of praise and anecdotes from
XMWXTM_PWPI^MSVW_V2]LOM*IZZM\\XMZ[WVITTa
and professionally throughout her life.

The couple met at Notre Dame Law School, and
PM\ITSMLIJW]\\PMUIVaKPIVOM[\PMaPI^MM`XMZQMVKML\WOM\PMZI[\PMaPI^MTQ^MLQVLQٺMZMV\
cities, houses, and apartments, and brought seven
KPQTLZMVQV\W\PMQZTQ^M[¹*]\\PMZMQ[WVM\PQVO
that hasn’t changed—it is humbling to be married
\W)Ua*IZZM\\ºPM[IQL¹AW]KIV¼\W]\_WZS
)Ua1¼^MIT[WTMIZVMLaW]KIV¼\W]\NZQMVL)Uaº

Several other judges from the Seventh Circuit
I\\MVLML\PMQV^M[\Q\]ZMIVL+PQMN 2]LOM,QIVM
Wood presided over the ceremony.
The Honorable Laurence H. Silberman, senior
judge for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
+QZK]Q\ILUQVQ[\MZML\PMWI\PWN WٻKM*IZZM\\
KTMZSMLNWZ2]LOM;QTJMZUIVIN\MZOZIL]I\QVO
from Notre Dame Law School.
;PMIT[WKTMZSMLNWZ\PMTI\M=;;]XZMUM+W]Z\
2][\QKM)V\WVQV;KITQI)ZI4W^Q\\_PW[MZ^ML
_Q\PPMZI[ITI_KTMZSZMKITTML;KITQI[IaQVO
¹1[V¼\)Ua\MZZQÅK'º
¹<PQ[_I[PQOPXZIQ[MKWUQVONZWU2][\QKM;KITQI
_PW][ML\W[IaITTWN ][TI_KTMZS[_MZMN]VOQJTMº4W^Q\\[IQLLZI_QVOTI]OP[NZWU\PMI]LQMVKM¹1¼UKWVÅLMV\\PI\2][\QKM;KITQIQ[TWWSQVO
LW_VWVPMZ\WLIaIVLJMIUQVO_Q\PXZQLMº
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The investiture closed with the Notre Dame
/TMM+T]J[QVOQVO¹<PQ[1[5a+W]V\Zaº<PM
[WVO_I[[XMKQIT\W*IZZM\\¼[OZIVLNI\PMZI?WZTL
War II veteran, and the family regularly sings it
at gatherings.
*IZZM\\ZMUIQV[IUMUJMZWN \PM6W\ZM,IUM
Law School faculty. She is one of two judges on
\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[NIK]T\a2]LOM KENNETH RIPPLE,
also of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit, has taught at the Law School for more
than 40 years.
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Mark McKenna named

John P. Murphy Foundation
Professor

6W\ZM,IUM4I_8ZWNM[[WZMARK MCKENNA
_I[IXXWQV\MLI[I2WPV85]ZXPa.W]VLI\QWV
8ZWNM[[WZ\PQ[XI[\[XZQVO<PMIXXWQV\UMV\Q[
VIUMLNWZ2WPV85]ZXPaI!OZIL]I\MWN 
the University of Notre Dame, where he earned a
bachelor of laws degree.
5K3MVVIRWQV[6W\ZM,IUM4I_8ZWNM[[WZ[
BARRY CUSHMAN and NICOLE STELLE GARNETT
I[2WPV85]ZXPa.W]VLI\QWVIXXWQV\MM[8ZWNM[[WZ5K3MVVI\MIKPM[IVL_ZQ\M[QV\PMIZMI[WN 
intellectual property and privacy law. He also
\MIKPM[\PMÅZ[\aMIZ\WZ\[KW]Z[M
“This recognition is richly deserved for one of
6W\ZM,IUM¼[UW[\QVÆ]MV\QIT[KPWTIZ[º[IQL
NELL JESSUP NEWTON2W[MXP)5I\[WV,MIV
IVL8ZWNM[[WZWN 4I_¹5IZS5K3MVVIQ[IT[W
a superb teacher and a driving force behind the
spectacular success of the Law School’s intellec\]ITXZWXMZ\aIVL\MKPVWTWOaXZWOZIU[º

Paul Miller appointed

associate dean for
international and graduate
programs
8ZWNM[[WZPAUL B. MILLER has been named associate dean for international and graduate programs
at Notre Dame Law School. He joined the Law
School at the beginning of the 2017–18 academic
year after teaching at two Canadian universi\QM[¸5K/QTT=VQ^MZ[Q\aQV5WV\ZMITIVL9]MMV¼[
=VQ^MZ[Q\aQV3QVO[\WV7V\IZQW
5QTTMZQ[IXZQ^I\MTI_\PMWZQ[\_PW[M_WZSNWK][M[
WVXPQTW[WXPQKITY]M[\QWV[QVMY]Q\aÅL]KQIZa
law, trust law, and corporate law. He co-organizes
\PMTMILQVOIVV]ITKWVNMZMVKM[QVPQ[ÅMTL[¸\PM
6WZ\P)UMZQKIV?WZS[PWXWV8ZQ^I\M4I_
<PMWZa\PM.QL]KQIZa4I_?WZS[PWXIVL\PM
International Fiduciary Law Conference.
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Stephen Yelderman earns
tenure as professor of law

<PQ[XI[\[XZQVO6W\ZM,IUM4I_8ZWNM[[WZSTEPHEN YELDERMAN_I[OZIV\ML\MV]ZMAMTLMZman joined the Law School’s faculty in 2013 and
has taught patent law, copyright, remedies, and
introductory intellectual property.
¹)[LMIV1KW]TLVW\JMUWZMXTMI[MLJa8ZWNM[[WZAMTLMZUIV¼[IKKWUXTQ[PUMV\IVL1SVW_
the entire Law School community is equally
LMTQOP\MLº,MIV6M_\WV[IQL¹<PQ[XZWUW\QWV
Q[ZQKPTaLM[MZ^MLº
AMTLMZUIVKIUM\W6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWT
NZWU\PM=;,MXIZ\UMV\WN 2][\QKM¼[)V\Q\Z][\
,Q^Q[QWV_PMZMPQ[_WZSNWK][MLWV\PM\MTMKWUU]VQKI\QWV[IVLKWV\MV\QVL][\ZQM[8ZQWZ\W
\PI\AMTLMZUIVKTMZSMLNWZ\PM0WVWZIJTM6MQT
Gorsuch on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Tenth Circuit and represented startup companies
as a patent agent in Silicon Valley.

ND Law School celebrates
Randy Kozel’s new book
The Notre Dame Law School community celMJZI\ML8ZWNM[[WZRANDY KOZEL’SJWWSSettled
Versus Right: A Theory of Precedent, in February with
IKMZMUWVaIVLZMKMX\QWVQV-KS+WUUWV[
<PZMM[XMKQITO]M[\[¸2]LOMAMY CONEY BARof the U.S. Court of Appeals for
\PM;M^MV\P+QZK]Q\2]LOMAMUL THAPAR of the
=;+W]Z\WN )XXMIT[NWZ\PM;Q`\P+QZK]Q\IVL
8ZWNM[[WZZACHARY PRICE from the University
WN +ITQNWZVQI0I[\QVO[+WTTMOMWN 4I_¸WٺMZML
comments about Settled Versus Right, calling it an
QUXWZ\IV\JWWSNWZTI_[KPWTIZ[IVL[\]LMV\[I[
well as lawyers and judges.
RETT ’97 J.D.

3WbMT_PWIT[W[MZ^M[I[6W\ZM,IUM4I_
School’s associate dean for faculty development
IVLLQZMK\[\PM8ZWOZIUWV+WV[\Q\]\QWVIT
Structure, presents a theory of precedent in the
JWWS\PI\Q[LM[QOVML\WMVPIVKM\PM[\IJQTQ\aIVL
impersonality of constitutional law. He argues that
deference to precedent promotes the rule of law.

some of the most egregious corporate scandals
of our time for the purpose of producing tangiJTM[\MX[\PI\WZOIVQbI\QWV[KIV\ISM\WXZM^MV\
future misconduct.

+IUJZQLOM=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[X]JTQ[PMLSettled Versus
RightQV2]VM
3WbMTIT[W^Q[Q\ML\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN :QKPUWVL
School of Law in April to deliver a lecture and
participate in several roundtable discussions surZW]VLQVOPQ[JWWS

Carter Snead elected

Hastings Center Fellow
6W\ZM,IUM4I_8ZWNM[[WZO. CARTER SNEAD,
\PM?QTTQIU8IVL0IbMT*?PQ\M,QZMK\WZWN 
the Notre Dame Center for Ethics and Culture,
was elected in the spring to serve as a Fellow of
\PM0I[\QVO[+MV\MZ\PM_WZTL¼[ÅZ[\IVLUW[\
prestigious bioethics research institute.
¹1\Q[IOZMI\PWVWZ\WRWQV\PMLQ[\QVO]Q[PMLZIVS[
WN \PM0I[\QVO[+MV\MZ.MTTW_[º;VMIL[IQL¹.WZ
decades, the Hastings Center has stood as an
M[[MV\QITQV[\Q\]\QWV[MMSQVO\WOZIXXTM_Q\P\PM
M\PQKITQ[[]M[[WKQM\ITMٺMK\[IVLY]M[\QWV[WN 
justice that arise as a consequence of technologiKITIL^IVKM[QV\PMTQNM[KQMVKM[º

Veronica Root awarded

Avishalom Tor named

Distinguished Fellow of ND
Institute for Advanced Study
6W\ZM,IUM4I_8ZWNM[[WZAVISHALOM TOR won
the competitive position of a Distinguished Fellow
of the Notre Dame Institute for Advanced Study
NWZ\PM[XZQVO![MUM[\MZ,]ZQVOPQ[NMTTW_ship, he will pursue interdisciplinary research on
“Towards a Fuller Understanding of Inequality:
.ZWU8[aKPWTWOa\WI*MPI^QWZITTa1VNWZUML
4MOIT8WTQKaº
<WZIT[W[MZ^M[I[LQZMK\WZWN \PM8ZWOZIUWV
4I_IVL5IZSM\*MPI^QWZ0Q[XZQUIZaTMOIT
M`XMZ\Q[MQ[QVIV\Q\Z][\TI_KWZXWZI\MOW^MZVIVKM
and behavioral law and economics. His scholIZ[PQXLZI_[WVJMPI^QWZITIVLM`XMZQUMV\IT
methods to study competition and cooperation,
and the legal rules and institutions that shape
such behavior.

grant for ‘dignity of work’
project

8ZWNM[[WZVERONICA ROOT, an associate professor
of law, was among 20 University of Notre Dame
faculty members who received grants in FebruIZa\PZW]OP\PM6W\ZM,IUM:M[MIZKP1V\MZVIT
/ZIV\8ZWOZIU;PM_I[I_IZLMLIOZIV\NWZPMZ
XZWRMK\\Q\TML¹:MKTIQUQVO\PM,QOVQ\aWN ?WZS
\PZW]OP>IZQML5M\PWL[WN )[[M[[UMV\º
<PMZM[MIZKPXZWRMK\_QTTKZQ\QKITTaM`IUQVM
via scholarly tools from a variety of disciplines,
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News
FAC U LT Y

Notre Dame Law Professor A.J. Bellia, Supreme Court
Justice Samuel Alito, and Notre Dame Law Professor
Roger Alford are pictured in November at Georgetown
University Law Center. (Photo courtesy of George
Washington University Law School)

BRADFORD R. CLARK,

the William Cranch
:M[MIZKP8ZWNM[[WZWN 4I_I\/MWZOM?I[PQVO\WV=VQ^MZ[Q\a4I_;KPWWTI[INZIUM_WZS
NWZ\PMLQ[K][[QWV<PMJWWSThe Law of Nations
and the United States Constitution, was published by
7`NWZL=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[QV

Leading scholars gather to discuss
Professor A.J. Bellia’s book
Leading constitutional and international law scholars as well as
several prominent federal judges—including U.S. Supreme Court
2][\QKMSAMUEL ALITOIVL2]LOMBRETT KAVANAUGH of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit—participated in a symposium in November 2017 at Georgetown University Law Center
\PI\M`XTWZML\PMZWTMWN QV\MZVI\QWVITTI_QV\PM=;TMOIT[a[\MU
<PMa][MLIJWWSKWI]\PWZMLJaA.J. BELLIA\PM7¼<WWTM
8ZWNM[[WZWN +WV[\Q\]\QWVIT4I_I\6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWTIVL

Harvard Law Dean JOHN MANNING moderated
\PMR]LOM[¼LQ[K][[QWVWN \PMJWWS1VILLQ\QWV\W)TQ\WIVL3I^IVI]OP\PMW\PMZR]LOM[XIZ\QKQXI\QVO_MZM2]LOMDAVID BARRON
WN \PM=;+W]Z\WN )XXMIT[NWZ\PM.QZ[\+QZK]Q\2]LOMDEBRA
LIVINGSTON of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,
IVL2]LOMSRI SRINIVASAN of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit.
The question of when U.S. courts should apply customary international law in deciding cases has long puzzled judges and academQK[ITQSM<PMZM[MIZKPKWTTIJWZI\QWVJM\_MMV*MTTQIIVL+TIZS
addresses central aspects of this question.

Supreme Court takes note of Notre Dame Law scholars
;M^MZITUMUJMZ[WN \PM6W\ZM,IUM4I_NIK]T\aÅTMLIUQK][
briefs in U.S. Supreme Court cases and received citations in court
proceedings during the 2017–18 academic year.

by people from several nations. Thomas argued against national
injunctions that “prohibit the government from enforcing a policy
_Q\PZM[XMK\\WIVaWVMQVKT]LQVOVWVXIZ\QM[º

2][\QKMNEIL GORSUCHKQ\ML_WZSJa8ZWNM[[WZA.J. BELLIA in two
KI[M[QV)XZQT/WZ[]KPKQ\ML*MTTQIQVPQ[WXQVQWVQVSessions v.
DimayaIKI[MQV^WT^QVO\PMLMÅVQ\QWVWN ¹KZQUMWN ^QWTMVKMºQV
KMZ\IQVLMXWZ\I\QWVKI[M[/WZ[]KPKQ\ML*MTTQI¼[_WZS_Q\PBRADFORD R. CLARK of George Washington University Law School in
his concurring opinion in Jesner v. Arab Bank, a case involving the
)TQMV<WZ\;\I\]\MI !XZW^Q[QWV\PI\I]\PWZQbM[=;KW]Z\[\W
hear certain suits by aliens for violations of international law.

8ZWNM[[WZJIMMY GURULÉXTIaMLITMILQVOZWTMQVÅTQVO\_WIUQK][
briefs on behalf of the victims of terrorism in two cases—Jesner
v. Arab Bank and Rubin v. Islamic Republic of Iran—that were argued
during the Supreme Court’s 2017 term. The amicus briefs were
submitted on behalf of former U.S. counterterrorism and national
[MK]ZQ\aWٻKQIT[

1V2]VM2][\QKMCLARENCE THOMASKQ\ML8ZWNM[[WZSAMUEL BRAY’s
Harvard Law Review article about national injunctions nine times in
his separate concurrence in Trump v. Hawaii. The case involved the
presidential proclamation that restricted travel in the United States
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In WesternGeco v. Ion Geophysical Corp., both Ion’s counsel and the
OW^MZVUMV\KQ\ML8ZWNM[[WZSTEPHEN YELDERMAN’s amicus brief
during oral arguments. The case, which was heard in April,
involved the laws surrounding foreign damages in patent violations.
AMTLMZUIV¼[JZQMN ILLZM[[MLPW_LIUIOM[[PW]TLJMUMI[]ZMLNWZ
patent infringement.

Remembering little things that matter
A tribute to Justice Anthony Kennedy
<PMOMVZMWN TI_KTMZS[_ZQ\QVOIJW]\\PMQZ
former bosses is a fraught one, especially for
IKILMUQK[1N WVM[\QKS[\WTI_Q\Q[VW\KTMIZ_PI\
INWZUMZKTMZSKIVILL\PI\W\PMZ[KIVVW\<PM
R][\QKMKTMZSZMTI\QWV[PQXXZMKT]LM[KWV^MaQVOIVa
QV[QOP\[OTMIVMLNZWUKWVÅLMV\QITLQ[K][[QWV[
and the justice’s opinions and other public statements are generally available. Second, in some
_Ia[\PMNWZUMZKTMZSQ[I\ILQ[\QVK\LQ[IL^IVtage compared to other commentators. If the
NWZUMZKTMZS[PIZM[\PMR][\QKM¼[W]\TWWS\PMZMQ[
\PMZQ[SWN IXXMIZQVO\WJMIVIXWTWOQ[\WZM^MV
PIOQWOZIXPMZ1N \PMNWZUMZKTMZSLWM[VW\[PIZM
\PW[M^QM_[\PMX]TTWN XMZ[WVITIٺMK\QWVTWaIT\a
IVL[PMMZOZI\Q\]LMKIVLM\MZNZIVSKZQ\QKQ[U\PM
scholar might direct at other jurists.
)3MVVMLaKTMZSQ[QVIVM^MVUWZMV]IVKML
[Q\]I\QWV2][\QKM)V\PWVa3MVVMLaLWM[VW\
Å\VMI\TaQV\W\PM[\IVLIZL¹KWV[MZ^I\Q^MºWZ
¹TQJMZITºNWZTIKSWN IJM\\MZ\MZUR]ZQ[XZ]LMV\QIT
KIUX[6WZQ[PMI¹UWLMZI\Mº_PWXW[Q\QWV[
himself between those poles. It would be more
accurate to say he has a coherent line of thought
that nevertheless can run perpendicular to the
standard continuum. Some justices, by practice or
JaIKKQLMV\PI^MPQZML¹KW]V\MZKTMZS[º\WSMMX
\PMUPWVM[\)TUW[\M^MZa3MVVMLaKTMZSQ[I\
[WUMXWQV\QV\PM\MZUIKW]V\MZKTMZS
For me, this made it easier to appreciate my role
as a faithful agent. While reviewing cert-pool
memos and preparing for cases, one has to focus
on the justice’s distinctive approach and body
WN _WZSIPIJQ\WN UQVLOWWLNWZ[]XXZM[[QVO
IVaaW]\PN]T\MUX\I\QWV[\WI[[MZ\WVM[MTN5a
M`XMZQMVKMJMTQML\PMVW\QWV\PI\2][\QKM3MVVMLa
Q[KTMZSLZQ^MV)\\PM[IUM\QUMLQ[K][[QWVQV
chambers was open-ended and open-minded,
and allowed respectful disagreement. Until the
R][\QKMUILM]XPQ[UQVL\PI\Q[5aaMIZQV
KPIUJMZ[IT[WJMTQML\PMVW\QWV\PI\2][\QKM3MVVMLaQ[IVIOWVQbML0IUTM\ÅO]ZM1_QTTTMI^M
\WUIVaW\PMZ[\PM\I[SWN XZIQ[QVOWZKZQ\QKQbQVO
2][\QKM3MVVMLa¼[_WZSWZ[XMK]TI\QVOWVQ\[TMOIKa.WZVW_1_QTT[PIZMUaNI^WZQ\M)53[\WZa
7VM[XZQVOLIaQVL]ZQVOUaKTMZS[PQX
UaXPWVMZIVO2][\QKM3MVVMLa_I[KITTQVO

about important business. Every year, the justice
M`XTIQVMLPQ[KPIUJMZ[WZOIVQbMLIVW]\QVO\WI
baseball game with two other chambers. I was to
JMQVKPIZOMWN X]\\QVO\PMM^MV\\WOM\PMZI\I[S
I believe, he assigned me because of my partic]TIZ\ITMV\WN [Q\\QVOI\\PMLM[SWN \PMKTMZS_PW
PILWZOIVQbML\PMXZM^QW][aMIZ¼[W]\QVO
As I began coordinating with the justice and the
two other chambers, it became clear that the best
_MMSMVLNWZM^MZaWVMKWQVKQLML_Q\PI^Q[Q\Ua
XIZMV\[_MZMUISQVO\W?I[PQVO\WV8ZM[[QVO
UaT]KS1I[SML\PMR][\QKMQN Q\_W]TLJMWSIa
QN 1QVKT]LML\PMU5aNI\PMZIVL1PIL[XMV\
some of our happiest moments watching baseball
together. The justice readily agreed.
4]KS_I[VW\WVW]Z[QLMWV\PM_MMSMVLWN \PM
game, as the rain poured down on the capi\ITZMOQWV<PMJ][_MPILPQZML\W\ISM][\W
+IULMVAIZL[QLTMLI[_MLMKQLML\PI\\PMOIUM
was just not to be. As a consolation measure, the
R][\QKM_MV\_Q\P\PMKTMZS[IVLUaXIZMV\[\W
T]VKPI\\PM,]JTQVMZ5aNI\PMZI\\PI\\QUM\PM
[MVQWZXIZ\VMZQVI\_WUIVTI_ÅZUMVRWaML
\ITSQVO_Q\P\PMR][\QKMIJW]\\PMXZIK\QKMWN TI_
After the justice bowed decorously to my mother,
she declared him a gentleman.
7VM[XZQVOLIaQV\PMXPWVMZIVOQVUa
TI_ÅZUWٻKMQV?I[PQVO\WV7V\PMW\PMZMVL
WN TQVM_I[WVMWN 2][\QKM3MVVMLa¼[TI_KTMZS[
8ZM[]UIJTa[Q\\QVOQVUaKPIQZNZWU\PMXZM^QW][
aMIZ\PMKTMZSM`XTIQVML\PI\\PMR][\QKM_IV\ML
\WSVW_QN 1KW]TLKWUM\W\PI\aMIZ¼[JI[MJITT
W]\QVO_Q\P\PM3MVVMLa:WJMZ\[IVL;KITQI
chambers—and whether my father wanted to
come along as well.
To this day, my father proudly displays a picture
WN PQU2][\QKM3MVVMLaIVL+PQMN 2][\QKM2WPV
:WJMZ\[I\+IULMVAIZL[<PM?I[PQVO\WV
Nationals had been in town for two years, but
the justice is not what you would call an early
ILWX\MZ1\_I[I[QUXTMOM[\]ZMJ]\WVM\PI\
ZMÆMK\[IUMUWZaNWZ[UITTLM\IQT[\PI\KIV
UI\\MZITW\\WW\PMZ[2][\QKM3MVVMLaQ[QV\PM
words of my mother, a gentleman.

By Jeffrey
Pojanowski
6W\ZM,IUM4I_8ZWNM[[WZ2MٺZMa
Pojanowski served as a law clerk to
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony
Kennedy in the October 2005 term.
He wrote this piece for SCOTUSblog
in June after Kennedy announced he
was retiring from the court.

Clerking on
the High Court
Twelve members of the Notre Dame
Law faculty have clerked for U.S.
Supreme Court justices. In 2019,
Stephen Yelderman will become the
13th to serve as a clerk.
Randy Kozel and
Jeffrey Pojanowski
Anthony Kennedy
Patricia Bellia and
Jennifer Mason McAward
Sandra Day O’Connor
Richard Garnett
William H. Rehnquist
Amy Coney Barrett, A.J. Bellia,
and William Kelley
Antonin Scalia
Nicole Garnett, Marah Stith
McLeod, and Stephen F. Smith
Clarence Thomas
Kenneth Ripple
Warren E. Burger
Stephen Yelderman
Neil Gorsuch
(for October term 2019)
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1950s

John A. Vuono ’54, ’55
J.D., a senior member of

Vuono & Gray LLC in
8Q\\[J]ZOP_I[PWVWZML
in November 2017 for his
aMIZ[WN LQ[\QVO]Q[PML

1960s

Paul H. Titus ’60 J.D.,

of counsel at Schnader
Harrison Segal & Lewis
448QV8Q\\[J]ZOP
ZMKMQ^ML\PM,Z]U5IRWZ
NWZ2][\QKM)_IZLQV
2IV]IZa I\\PMIVV]IT
:M^,Z5IZ\QV4]\PMZ
3QVO2Z8ZIaMZ*ZMISNI[\
held by the Allegheny
+W]V\a*IZ)[[WKQI\QWV
Titus was honored for his
_WZS\WMV[]ZM[\]LMV\[I\
predominantly AfricanAmerican Catholic schools
have opportunities to gain
PIVL[WVM`XMZQMVKMQV\PM
TMOITÅMTL
The New Jersey Law Journal
honored Thomas R. Curtin
’68 J.D. with its Lifetime
Achievement Award.
Curtin, a former president
WN \PM6M_2MZ[Ma;\I\M



service as a member of
\PM)TTMOPMVa+W]V\a*IZ
Association. Vuono is a
longtime member of the
Notre Dame Law School
Advisory Council.
*IZ)[[WKQI\QWVPMTXML
NW]VL\PMTQ\QOI\QWVÅZU
/ZIPIU+]Z\QVQV! 
Curtin is also a past
president of the Notre
Dame Law Association.
Robert M. Greene ’69
J.D., a retired partner

WN 8PQTTQX[4a\TM448
was named chairman of
+I\PWTQK0MIT\P¼[*WIZLWN 
,QZMK\WZ[QV*]ٺITW6M_
AWZS;XMKQITQbQVOQVPMIT\P
TI_IVLVW\NWZXZWÅ\
corporate law, Greene
RWQVML8PQTTQX[4a\TMQV
!IVL[MZ^MLI[\PM
ÅZU¼[UIVIOQVOXIZ\VMZ
IVLKPQMN M`MK]\Q^MWٻKMZ
NZWU! \W!!0M
KWV\QV]ML\W[MZ^MI[+-7
until 2003. Greene is a
past president of the Notre
Dame Law Association.

2018

Share your good
news with friends
and classmates.
Send Alumni Notes to
lawalum@nd.edu.

‘The Black Hills are
not for sale’
.WZP]VLZML[WN aMIZ[\PM*TIKS0QTT[¸
an isolated mountain range that rises amid
\PMXZIQZQM[WN ;W]\P,ISW\I¸PI^MJMMV
\PM[XQZQ\]ITPWUMWN \PM4ISW\I;QW]`)VL
[QVKM\PM [\PM\ZQJM¼[UMUJMZ[PI^MJMMV
ÅOP\QVO\PM=;OW^MZVUMV\W^MZKWV\ZWT
of the land.
Norm Matteoni ’63 J.D., a property law

[XMKQITQ[\_PWXZIK\QKM[QV;IV2W[M+ITQNWZVQI
visited Notre Dame Law School during the fall
2017 semester to deliver a presentation titled
¹<PM*TIKS0QTT[)ZM6W\.WZ;ITMº5I\\MWVQ
LM[KZQJML\PM[MZQM[WN KTI[PM[WVJI\\TMÅMTL[QV
TMOQ[TI\]ZM[IVLQVKW]Z\ZWWU[JM\_MMV4ISW\I
TMILMZ[IVLNMLMZITWٻKQIT[
5I\\MWVQIUMUJMZWN \PM4I_;KPWWT
Advisory Council since 2004, is widely
ZM[XMK\MLI[ITMILQVOM`XMZ\WVMUQVMV\
domain and condemnation. In 2015, he
published Prairie ManIJWWSIJW]\\PMKWVÆQK\
between the great
4ISW\I+PQMN 
;Q\\QVO*]TTIVL
Indian Agent
2IUM[5K4I]OPTQV

1970s

John T. Lynch ’75 J.D.,

[PIZMPWTLMZI\,I^Q[5ITU
,¼)OW[\QVM8+QV
*W[\WV_I[VIUML\W\PM
TQ[\WN 5I[[IKP][M\\[
Super Lawyers. Lynch
practices in the business,
trust, and estate areas.
Nancy Morrison O’Connor
’76 J.D. was appointed

general counsel for the
Catholic University of
America in Washington,
D.C. She brings more than
aMIZ[WN M`XMZQMVKM
in the areas of labor and
employment, litigation,
and research integrity to
the position, which she
[\IZ\MLQV2IV]IZa+I\PWTQK
=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[QLMV\2WPV
Garvey, a former Notre
Dame Law professor who
MIZVMLPQ[*)I\6W\ZM
,IUMQV!UILM\PM
appointment.

The Catholic Lawyers
Guild of Chicago honored
Patrick A. Salvi ’78 J.D.

QV7K\WJMZ_Q\PQ\[
Lifetime Achievement
Award. The award is
presented annually to
an individual who has
demonstrated a lifelong
commitment to the
Church and the bar.
Salvi was honored at the
IVV]IT:ML5I[[I\0WTa
Name Cathedral, where
+IZLQVIT*TI[M2+]XQKP
the archbishop of Chicago,
KMTMJZI\ML5I[[
Rosemary Kenyon ’79
J.D. was named to the list

of 2018 North Carolina
;]XMZ4I_aMZ[3MVaWVI
partner at Smith Anderson
QV:ITMQOPXZIK\QKM[QV\PM
area of employment and
labor law counseling and
litigation. She also serves
I[KPIQZWN \PMÅZU¼[XZW
bono committee.

Double Domer featured in
6M\ÆQ`LWK]UMV\IZa
Wild Wild
Country,
released
QV5IZKPWV6M\ÆQ`\MTT[\PM
[\ZIVOMZ\PIVÅK\QWV[\WZaWN IV
Indian guru who set out to build
I]\WXQIVKQ\aQVZ]ZIT7ZMOWV
with thousands of his followers in
\PMMIZTa! [<MV[QWV_Q\P\PM
TWKITZM[QLMV\[Y]QKSTaMZ]X\ML
and the guru’s followers retaliated.
Their schemes included bringing
in busloads of homeless people
in an attempt to swing local
elections, orchestrating a mass
salmonella poisoning at nearby

restaurants, and even plotting the
assassination of a U.S. attorney.
Robert C. Weaver Jr. ’72, ’75
J.D.Q[QV\MZ^QM_MLM`\MV[Q^MTa

in Wild Wild Country. Weaver
was an assistant U.S. attorney
NWZ\PM,Q[\ZQK\WN 7ZMOWVNZWU
!!\W! IVLPQ[ZMTMV\TM[[
QV^M[\QOI\Q^M_WZSI[KPQMN WN 
\PMWٻKM¼[KZQUQVITLQ^Q[QWV_I[
instrumental in the guru’s capture
and eventual deportation.
Weaver, now in private practice,
is a shareholder with Garvey
;KP]JMZ\*IZMZ8+QV8WZ\TIVL
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Judge Williams
joins Jones Day
1V2IV]IZa Ann Claire Williams ’75 J.D.
retired after 18 years as a judge on the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit and
MUJIZSMLWVIVM_KPIX\MZQVPMZ\ZIQTJTIbQVO
KIZMMZ0MZVM_RWJQ[_Q\P2WVM[,Ia_PMZM
[PMQ[TMILQVO\PMÅZU¼[MٺWZ\[\WIL^IVKM\PM
rule of law in Africa.
“As the foundation of any society, the rule of
TI_Q[SMa\W\PMWXMZI\QWVWN NZMMUIZSM\[
IVLKWUUMZKQIT\ZIV[IK\QWV[º[IQL2WVM[,Ia
5IVIOQVO8IZ\VMZStephen J. Brogan ’77 J.D.
“If globalization is to be a force for human
development, the rule of law must be at its
KMV\MZ2WVM[,IaPI[TWVOJMMVLM^W\ML\W
advancing the rule of law around the world.
<PMZMQ[VWJM\\MZXMZ[WV\WTMIL2WVM[,Ia¼[
_WZSQV\PQ[ZMOIZLQV)NZQKI\PIV)VVº
During her years as a judge, Williams led
several international delegations. She taught
trial and appellate advocacy at the International
+ZQUQVIT<ZQJ]VIT[NWZ:_IVLIIVL\PM
NWZUMZA]OW[TI^QI;PMIT[WKWTTIJWZI\ML_Q\P
international organizations to train judges and
TI_aMZ[QV3MVaI/PIVI1VLWVM[QI4QJMZQI
6QOMZQI:_IVLI<IVbIVQIIVL=OIVLIWV
a variety of topics such as domestic violence,
P]UIVIVL_QTLTQNM\ZIٻKSQVOR]LQKQITM\PQK[
and opinion writing, and alternative dispute
resolution.
¹2WVM[,IaPI[XZM[MV\MLUM_Q\P\PM
M`\ZIWZLQVIZaIVL]VQY]MWXXWZ\]VQ\a\W
KWV\QV]MUa_WZSQVXIZ\VMZQVO_Q\P)NZQKIV
legal communities by enhancing court systems
\PI\XZWUW\MMٺMK\Q^MLMTQ^MZaWN R][\QKMIVL
by promoting the rule of law through the
development of educational and training
XZWOZIU[º?QTTQIU[[IQL
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1980s

Ralph P. Higgins Jr. ’77,
’80 J.D., a partner at

Frantz Ward in Cleveland,
was selected as Estate
8TIVVQVO4I_aMZWN \PM
AMIZQV7PQWQV\PM 
International Advisory
-`XMZ\[)_IZL[
Lorelie S. Masters ’81 J.D.

joined Hunton & Williams
448QV?I[PQVO\WV,+
I[IXIZ\VMZQV\PMÅZU¼[
1V[]ZIVKM:MKW^MZa/ZW]X
John C. “Jack” Sawyer ’81
J.D. joined Taylor English

,]UI448I[IV)\TIV\I
JI[MLXIZ\VMZQV\PMÅZU¼[
<I`8ZIK\QKM/ZW]X0M

1990s

Michael N. Chesney ’92
J.D., a partner at Frantz

Ward in Cleveland, was
recognized in the 2018
edition of Chambers
USA: America’s Leading
4I_aMZ[NWZ*][QVM[[
Jared des Rosiers ’89,
’92 J.D., a partner at

8QMZKM)\_WWLQV\PM
-VMZOa8ZIK\QKM/ZW]X
QV8WZ\TIVL5IQVM
was recognized with
the Scribner Firm
Impact Award. The
award recognized
that his leadership of
8QMZKM)\_WWL¼[8ZW
*WVWIVL+WUU]VQ\a
;MZ^QKM8ZWOZIUNZWU
2013 to 2017 resulted
QVIÆW]ZQ[PQVOTM^MTWN 
engagement with pro
bono and community
[MZ^QKMIKZW[[\PMÅZU0M
also served as president
of the Notre Dame Law
Association from 2013 to
2015.
Deborah Kunselman ’92
J.D. was elected in 2017
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also serves as pro bono
general counsel for the
/MWZOQI8TIVVML/Q^QVO
Council.
Terrence R. Brady ’85 J.D.

was elected president of
Underwriters Laboratories
1VK\PMVWVXZWÅ\
operations of UL in
6WZ\PJZWWS1TTQVWQ[=4Q[
a global safety consulting
IVLKMZ\QÅKI\QWVKWUXIVa
Deborah Zonies ’86 J.D.

joined Verus LLC as
vice president of mass
tort services and general
counsel at the company’s
8ZQVKM\WV6M_2MZ[Ma

headquarters. Verus
provides litigation support
and compliance services
\WTI_ÅZU[IVLKWZXWZI\M
legal departments.
Jeffrey D. Linton ’88
J.D. was appointed

M`MK]\Q^M^QKMXZM[QLMV\
general counsel, and
[MKZM\IZaWN 9]ITQ\a
;a[\MU[1VKSVW_VI[
6M`\/MV0MIT\PKIZM
The company provides
a range of software,
services, and analytics
solutions to medical
and dental practices.

to serve as a judge on the
8MVV[aT^IVQI;]XMZQWZ
Court. She was previously
IR]LOMWV\PM*MI^MZ
County Court of Common
8TMI[

Krieg DeVault elects new
managing partner

Michael D. Rechtin Jr.
’92 J.D. joined Seyfarth

KWZXWZI\MJIVSQVOI\\WZVMaI\3ZQMO,M>I]T\
QV1VLQIVIXWTQ[_I[MTMK\MLQV2IV]IZa 
\WJM\PMÅZU¼[UIVIOQVOXIZ\VMZ

;PI_448I[IXIZ\VMZ
QV\PMÅZU¼[:MIT-[\I\M
Department in Chicago.
:MKP\QV¼[XZIK\QKMNWK][M[
on data center transactions
and leasing.
Wendell G. Davis ’93 J.D.

was appointed regional
administrator for the
=;;UITT*][QVM[[
)LUQVQ[\ZI\QWV¼[:MOQWV1
which covers Connecticut,
5IQVM5I[[IKP][M\\[
6M_0IUX[PQZM:PWLM
Island, and Vermont.
Elaine Zacharakis ’94
J.D.RWQVML/IZN]VSMT

?QTL8+QV6M_AWZS
I[IXIZ\VMZQV\PMÅZU¼[
Health Care Information
and Technology
/ZW]XBIKPIZISQ[Q[
also the current chair
2018

Michael J. Messaglia ’90, ’93 J.D., a

5M[[IOTQIJMOIVPQ[KIZMMZ_Q\P3ZQMO
,M>I]T\I[IVI[[WKQI\MQV!!IVLPMPI[
held several leadership roles over the years.
5W[\VW\IJTaPM_I[\PMTWVO\QUMPMILWN 
\PMÅZU¼[.QVIVKQIT1V[\Q\]\QWV[8ZIK\QKM
He said it was humbling to be elected
managing partner. “I welcome both the
challenge and privilege of leading our
esteemed law
ÅZUIVL\W
use the same
founding
principles that
have been our
foundation for
more than 140
aMIZ[ºPM[IQL

WN \PM)UMZQKIV*IZ
Association’s Health
Law Section’s eHealth,
8ZQ^IKa;MK]ZQ\a1V\MZM[\
Group and a member of
\PMTMOIT\I[SNWZKMI\\PM
Healthcare Information
IVL5IVIOMUMV\;a[\MU[
Society.
Patrick G. Cooke ’89,
’95 J.D. joined Swanson,

5IZ\QV*MTT448I[
IXIZ\VMZQV\PMÅZU¼[
+PQKIOWWٻKM+WWSM
focuses his practice on
commercial and business
litigation as well as appeals
in federal and state courts.
Dan Saxon ’95 LL.M.

is a member of the
International Advisory
/ZW]XWN -`XMZ\[/)18-
investigating the murder of
Honduran environmental
IK\Q^Q[\*MZ\I+IKMZM[
The group issued a report
in November 2017 and
was featured in a New York
Times article.
Matthew Schechter
’96 J.D. was part of the

5K5IVQ[.I]TSVMZ\ZQIT
team that was recognized
in the Top Verdicts
supplement of the Daily
Journal, a California legal
X]JTQKI\QWV<PMÅZU¼[
^QK\WZaQV;UQ\P^;IV2W[M
at the California Supreme
Court was one of the
aMIZ¼[\WXÅ^MIXXMTTI\M
reversals.
James R. Sweeney II ’96
J.D.IXIZ\VMZI\*IZVM[

Thornburg in Indianapolis,
was nominated by
8ZM[QLMV\,WVITL<Z]UX
\WÅTTIR]LQKQIT^IKIVKaWV
the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of
Indiana.

Jill Vorobiev ’96 J.D. joined

:MML;UQ\P448I[I
XIZ\VMZQV\PMÅZU¼[4IJWZ
IVL-UXTWaUMV\8ZIK\QKM
Group in Chicago.
David J. Butler ’94, ’97 J.D.

was named to the 2018
-`MK]\Q^M+WUUQ\\MMI\
Taft Stettinius & Hollister
448*]\TMZIXIZ\VMZ
QV\PMÅZU¼[+WT]UJ][
7PQWWٻKMQ[IJ][QVM[[
\ZQITTI_aMZ_Q\PM`\MV[Q^M
M`XMZQMVKMQVKWUXTM`KQ^QT
litigation, mass tort class
actions, and multidistrict
litigations.
Stephen Boettinger ’90,
’99 J.D. was named general

Four ND Lawyers
appointed as U.S. attorneys

KW]V[MTI\:M^/ZW]X
1VKQV5QT_I]SMM<PM
company manufactures
specialty vehicles. He was
previously the assistant
general counsel at HarleyDavidson Inc.

In November 2017, Mark Klaassen ’98 J.D.
\WWS\PMWI\PWN WٻKM\WJMKWUM=;I\\WZVMa
for the District of Wyoming. As U.S. attorney,
3TII[[MVQ[\PM\WXZIVSQVONMLMZITTI_
MVNWZKMUMV\WٻKQITQV\PMLQ[\ZQK\_PQKPKW^MZ[
the entire state of Wyoming. He was previously
an assistant U.S. attorney for the district.

Traci L. Griffith ’99 J.D., a
XZWNM[[WZI\;\5QKPIMT¼[
College in Vermont, was
awarded the college’s
outstanding teaching
award for 2017–2018.
/ZQ\ٻPQ[KPIQZWN \PM
5MLQI;\]LQM[2W]ZVITQ[U
and Digital Arts
Department and focuses
her teaching on media law
and ethics.

“Wyoming is a special place to live and raise a
NIUQTaº[IQL3TII[[MV_PWOZM_]XQV/QTTM\\M
Wyoming. “I am committed to sustaining
MٺWZ\[VMKM[[IZa\WXZW\MK\W]ZKWUU]VQ\QM[
IVL]XPWTL\PMZ]TMWN TI_º

Frank Julian ’99 J.D. of
;_MMVMa2]TQIV8+QV
;W]\P*MVL1VLQIVI
was elected president
of the Indiana Trial
Lawyer’s Association. As
XZM[QLMV\2]TQIV_QTTTMIL
[\I\M_QLMMٺWZ\[\WXZW^QLM
professional development
opportunities for 1,000
attorney members and to
advocate for legislation to
protect injured Hoosiers.

N OT R E DA M E
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3TII[[MVQ[WVMWN NW]Z6W\ZM,IUM4I_aMZ[
_PW8ZM[QLMV\,WVITL<Z]UXPI[IXXWQV\ML
as a U.S. attorney. The other three—Peter
Deegan ’92 in the Northern District of
Iowa, Erica MacDonald ’89 in the District of
5QVVM[W\IIVLJay Town ’95 in the Northern
District of Alabama—earned their bachelor’s
degrees at Notre Dame.
3TII[[MV,MMOIVIVL<W_VXIZ\QKQXI\ML
in a panel discussion together during the
4I_;KPWWT¼[0WUMKWUQVO?MMSMVLQV
September 2018.
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Christy Brown Dunn ’00
J.D. was named chief of

the criminal division of
the Attorney General’s
7ٻKMQV\PM=;<MZZQ\WZa
of American Samoa.
Dunn previously served as
associate attorney general
for the American Samoa
government.
Christine E. Mayle ’01
J.D.ÅTTMLQVI[I^Q[Q\QVO

R]LOMWV\PM7PQW
;]XZMUM+W]Z\QV2]VM
when another judge
recused himself from the
KI[M+QVKQVVI\Q:ML[^
Testa. The case involved a
dispute over whether sports
teams should be required
\WXIa\I`WVXZWUW\QWVIT
Q\MU[OQ^MV\W\QKSM\
J]aMZ[5IaTM¼[ZMO]TIZRWJ
is serving as a presiding
R]LOMWV\PM7PQW+W]Z\
WN )XXMIT[NWZ\PM;Q`\P
District. She was elected
QV6W^MUJMZ\W\PM
court, which sits in Toledo
and hears appeals from all
trial courts in an eightcounty region of northwest
7PQW
Max Davis “Dave” O’Guinn
’01 J.D. was named vice

XZW^W[\NWZ[\]LMV\IٺIQZ[
and dean of students
at Indiana University.
7¼/]QVVRWQVML\PM
university as an associate
general counsel in 2007
and became chief litigation
counsel in 2014.
.*1;]XMZ^Q[WZa;XMKQIT
Agent Thomas R. Olohan
’01 J.D. was awarded
an Attorney General’s
)_IZLNWZ-`KMTTMVKMQV
Furthering the Interests
of U.S. National Security
at the 2017 Attorney
General’s Awards
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Ceremony in Washington,
D.C. Attorney General
2M;ٺM[[QWV[IVL.*1
Director Christopher Wray
presented the award to
7TWPIV
Steve Pratico ’01 J.D.

RWQVML*]KPIVIV1VOMZ[WTT
:WWVMaQV\PMÅZU¼[
<IUXI.TWZQLIWٻKM
8ZI\QKWXZIK\QKM[QV\PM
area of commercial
litigation.
Robert F. Seidler ’01
J.D. joined the national

TI_ÅZU2IKS[WV4M_Q[
8+I[IXZQVKQXITQV
Q\[1VLQIVIXWTQ[WٻKM
Seidler advises employers
on compliance with
state and federal labor
regulations and represents
management in labor and
employment litigation.
Kevin Barton ’02 J.D. was
elected district attorney
in Washington County,
7ZMOWV*IZ\WV_I[
previously the chief
deputy district attorney.
Washington County
Q[XIZ\WN \PM8WZ\TIVL
metropolitan area.
Elizabeth A. Holden ’04
J.D.WN 0WLO[WV:][[448

QV]X[\I\M6M_AWZS_I[
recognized in the 2018
edition of Chambers
USA: America’s Leading
4I_aMZ[NWZ*][QVM[[NWZ
\PMIZMIWN :MIT-[\I\M
Katherine Anand ’05 J.D.

of the Dallas litigation
boutique Estes Thorne
& Carr was selected as a
 <M`I[:Q[QVO;\IZ1\
_I[\PM[Q`\P[\ZIQOP\aMIZ
that Anand was chosen
for her business litigation
_WZS

2018

The U.S. Senate voted
in December 2017 to
KWVÅZUKate O’Scannlain
’99, ’05 J.D. as solicitor of
the U.S. Department of
Labor. The position is the
department’s top lawyer.
Cristal C. Brisco ’06
J.D. was appointed as

a magistrate for the St.
2W[MXP+QZK]Q\+W]Z\QV
;W]\P*MVL1VLQIVI5W[\
ZMKMV\Ta*ZQ[KW_I[OMVMZIT
KW]V[MTNWZ;IQV\5IZa¼[
College in Notre Dame,
Indiana.

Alum appointed to New
5M`QKW)XXMIT[+W]Z\
6M_5M`QKW/W^;][IVI5IZ\QVMbIXXWQV\ML
Daniel J. Gallegos ’00, ’05 J.D.QV2IV]IZa 
\WZMXTIKMIZM\QZQVOR]LOMWV\PM6M_5M`QKW
Court of Appeals.
The nine-member Court of Appeals is the
[MKWVLPQOPM[\KW]Z\QV6M_5M`QKW/ITTMOW[
_I[XZM^QW][TaI[\IٺI\\WZVMa_Q\P\PMKW]Z\
He is also a lieutenant commander in the Navy
:M[MZ^M2]LOM)L^WKI\M/MVMZIT¼[+WZX[IVL
[XMV\IaMIZQV/]IV\IVIUW*Ia+]JII[IV
I[[Q[\IV\R]LOMIL^WKI\M_Q\P2WQV\<I[S.WZKM
Guantanamo.
5IZ\QVMbIXXWQV\MLIVW\PMZ6W\ZM,IUM4I_
alumnus, Emil Kiehne ’00 J.D., to the New
5M`QKW+W]Z\WN )XXMIT[QV3QMPVM_I[
XZM^QW][TaI[PIZMPWTLMZI\5WLZITT;XMZTQVO
in Albuquerque.

Sullivan & Worcester
named Brian E. Hammell
’03, ’06 J.D. a partner in
\PMÅZU¼[<I`,MXIZ\UMV\
in Boston. He is a member
WN \PM6W\ZM,IUM4I_
)[[WKQI\QWV¼[IL^Q[WZa
committee.
Robert S. Driscoll ’07 J.D.,
IVI\\WZVMaI\:MQVPIZ\
*WMZVMZ>IV,M]ZMV
;+QV5QT_I]SMM_I[
recognized as a 2017
;]XMZ4I_aMZ:Q[QVO;\IZ
QV\PMIZMIWN MUXTWaUMV\
litigation: defense.
Jaime McLemore ’07 J.D.

_I[XZWUW\ML\WXIZ\VMZ
I\?Q\PMZ[_WZTL_QLMQV
\PMÅZU¼[4WVLWVWٻKM
5K4MUWZMIL^Q[M[=;
IVLQV\MZVI\QWVIT\I`
and estate planning for
individuals, trusts, and
estates.
Patrick A. Salvi II ’07 J.D.,

managing partner in the
+PQKIOWWٻKMWN ;IT^Q
;KPW[\WS8ZQ\KPIZL8+
received the American
)[[WKQI\QWVNWZ2][\QKM¼[
)JW^MIVL*MaWVL
)_IZLI\\PM ))2
;MUQVIZQV,MV^MZ<PM
I_IZLZMKWOVQbM[))2
UMUJMZ[_PWPI^MUILM
M`KMX\QWVITKWV\ZQJ]\QWV[
to sustain and strengthen
the organization.
)SMZUIV448ILLML
Timothy Sendek ’07
J.D. as an intellectual

XZWXMZ\aXIZ\VMZQV\PM
ÅZU¼[+PQKIOWWٻKM
;MVLMSNWK][M[PQ[XZIK\QKM
WVXI\MV\\ZILMUIZS
IVLKWXaZQOP\LQ[X]\M[
QV=;,Q[\ZQK\+W]Z\[
\PM1V\MZVI\QWVIT<ZILM
Commission, and at
\PM=;8I\MV\IVL

<ZILMUIZS7ٻKM¼[8I\MV\
<ZQITIVL)XXMIT*WIZL
Tyler Atkinson ’08 J.D.

_I[XIZ\WN \PM5K5IVQ[
.I]TSVMZ\ZQIT\MIU\PI\
_I[ZMKWOVQbMLQV\PM<WX
Verdicts supplement of the
Daily Journal, a California
TMOITX]JTQKI\QWV<PM
ÅZU¼[^QK\WZaQV;UQ\P^
San Jose at the California
;]XZMUM+W]Z\_I[WVMWN 
\PMaMIZ¼[\WXÅ^MIXXMTTI\M
reversals.
Guilherme Costa ’08 J.D.

_I[VIUML^QKMXZM[QLMV\
general counsel, and
[MKZM\IZa\W\PMJWIZLWN 
trustees at Ithaca College.
+W[\IXZM^QW][Ta[MZ^MLI[
\PMKPQMN TMOITWٻKMZNWZ
\PM;W]\P,ISW\I*WIZL
WN :MOMV\[
Joshua D. Dunlap ’08 J.D.

_I[MTM^I\ML\WXIZ\VMZI\
8QMZKM)\_WWLQV8WZ\TIVL
Maine. He is a member of
\PMÅZU¼[4Q\QOI\QWV/ZW]X
and Appellate & Amici
<MIU
Eric J. Wu ’08 J.D. joined

4MMKP<Q[PUIV.][KITLW
4IUXTI[IVI[[WKQI\M
QVQ\[VM_TaWXMVMLWٻKM
in El Segundo, California.
Wu focuses his practice on
California business, labor,
IVLMUXTWaUMV\UI\\MZ[
Thomas M. Burnett
’09 J.D.IVI\\WZVMaI\

:MQVPIZ\*WMZVMZ>IV
,M]ZMV;+QV5QT_I]SMM
has been recognized as a
;]XMZ4I_aMZ:Q[QVO
Star in the area of business
litigation.
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Alumni share
expertise at
NYU conference
<_W6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWTIT]UVQ[PIZML
\PMQZM`XMZ\Q[MQV\PMÅMTLWN QV\MZVI\QWVIT
LM^MTWXUMV\IVLÅVIVKMI\IKWVNMZMVKM
I\6M_AWZS=VQ^MZ[Q\a;KPWWTWN 4I_
<PMKWVNMZMVKM<PM4MOIT1[[]M[QV;WKQIT
Entrepreneurship and Impact Investing – In
\PM=;IVL*MaWVL_I[PMTLQV2]VM 
Barbara Day ’79 J.D., the former general
KW]V[MTNWZ\PM7^MZ[MI[8ZQ^I\M1V^M[\UMV\
+WZXWZI\QWV[XWSMI[XIZ\WN IXIVMTWV
LM^MTWXQVOXWTQKaIVLZMO]TI\WZaQVKMV\Q^M[
NWZ[WKQITQUXIK\,Ia_WZSMLI\781+\PM
=;OW^MZVUMV\¼[LM^MTWXUMV\IVLÅVIVKM
institution, from 2000 to 2017.
Jonathan Ng ’07 J.D.IVI\\WZVMaIL^Q[WZ
I\\PM=;)OMVKaNWZ1V\MZVI\QWVIT
,M^MTWXUMV\UWLMZI\MLIXIVMTKITTML
¹?PI\¼[.IQ\P/W\<W,W?Q\P1\'º<PM
XIVMTM`XTWZMLXMWXTM¼[UW\Q^I\QWV[NWZ
_IV\QVO\WUISMILQٺMZMVKMQV\PM_WZTL
through social entrepreneurship and impact
investing.

,IaIVL6OIT[W[XWSMI\6W\ZM,IUM
4I_;KPWWTL]ZQVO\PM[XZQVO 
semester as part of a panel about legal
KIZMMZ[QVLM^MTWXUMV\ÅVIVKM<PMW\PMZ
XIVMTQ[\[_MZMTorsten Marshall ’81, ’91
J.D.XZWRMK\ÅVIVKMXIZ\VMZI\7ZZQKS
0MZZQVO\WV;]\KTQٺMQV6M_AWZS#John
Moran ’86 J.D., senior advisor to the chief
ÅVIVKQITWٻKMZI\781+#IVLBrendan
Wilson ’04 J.D.\I`XIZ\VMZI\.IMOZM
*ISMZ,IVQMT[QV?I[PQVO\WV,+
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Stacy D. Fredrich ’07,
’10 J.D._I[XZWUW\ML

to partner at Eversheds
;]\PMZTIVL=;448
Fredrich is based in the
ÅZU¼[)\TIV\IWٻKM_PMZM
she counsels clients on a
_QLM^IZQM\aWN QV\MTTMK\]IT
XZWXMZ\aQ[[]M[
Robert W. Savoie ’10
J.D._I[VIUMLUMUJMZ

I\5K/TQVKPMa;\IٺWZL
844+QV6M_7ZTMIV[
Savoie focuses his
practice on representing
ÅVIVKQITQV[\Q\]\QWV[_Q\P
ZM[XMK\\WJIVSQVOIVL
KWV[]UMZÅVIVKQIT[MZ^QKM[
ZMO]TI\WZaKWUXTQIVKM0M
_I[IT[WZMKWOVQbMLQV\PM
 MLQ\QWVWN 4W]Q[QIVI
;]XMZ4I_aMZ[I[I
:Q[QVO;\IZQV\PMJIVSQVO
practice area.
Rebecca R. A. Smith ’10
J.D._I[XZWUW\ML\W

KW]V[MTI\,W_VMa*ZIVL
QV\PMÅZU¼[;IKZIUMV\W
+ITQNWZVQIWٻKM;UQ\P
helps clients navigate
+ITQNWZVQI_I\MZTI_
Duy Duc “Dewey”
Nguyen ’11 J.D. joined

.W`:W\P[KPQTL448I[
IVI[[WKQI\MQV\PM:MIT
-[\I\M,MXIZ\UMV\I\
\PMÅZU¼[PMILY]IZ\MZ[
QV8PQTILMTXPQI6O]aMV
focuses his practice on
IOMVKaTMVLQVO
Xiomara Cecilia Balanta
Moreno ’12 LL.M.

_I[IUWVOR]LOM[
appointed in the fall
of 2017 to the Special
2]ZQ[LQK\QWVNWZ8MIKMI
SMa\ZQJ]VITKZIN\ML\W
further the Colombian
peace process. Balanta
_QTTJMZM[XWV[QJTMNWZ
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investigating, determining
guilt, and imposing
punishment in cases
of major human rights
IVLP]UIVQ\IZQIVTI_
violations committed in
KWVVMK\QWV_Q\P\PMIZUML
KWVÆQK\QV+WTWUJQI
Zachary T. Gordon ’13 J.D.

RWQVML0W_IZL0W_IZL
QV4I[>MOI[/WZLWV
focuses his practice on
XZW\MK\QVOKTQMV\[¼JZIVL[
\PZW]OP\ZILMUIZS
clearance, prosecution, and
enforcement.

Young alumni rising in the academy
.W]ZaW]VOIT]UVQWN 6W\ZM,IUM
4I_;KPWWTIZMQV\PMMIZTa[\IOM[
WN LM^MTWXQVO\PMQZKIZMMZ[I[TI_
XZWNM[[WZ[IVLZMKMV\TaUILMUW^M[
\WLQٺMZMV\TI_[KPWWT[

TIJWZTI_KWV\ZIK\[MUXTWaUMV\
LQ[KZQUQVI\QWVILUQVQ[\ZI\Q^MTI_
IVLKWV[\Q\]\QWVITTI_;PMZMKMV\Ta
had an article published in the
Northwestern Law Review.

Brian Murray ’11 J.D.RWQVML
;M\WV0ITT4I_;KPWWTI[IV
I[[WKQI\MXZWNM[[WZWN TI_XZQUIZQTa
\MIKPQVOQV\PMIZMIWN KZQUQVITTI_
His scholarship has been published
in the University of Richmond Law
Review, Stanford Journal of Civil Rights
and Civil Liberties, Harvard Law and
Policy Review, Southern Methodist
University Law Review, and Fordham
Law Review0M_I[XZM^QW][TaI
ZM[MIZKPNMTTW_I\\PM9]I\\ZWVM
Center for the Fair Administration
WN 2][\QKMI\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 
8MVV[aT^IVQI4I_;KPWWT

8MXXMZLQVM=VQ^MZ[Q\a;KPWWTWN 
4I_PQZMLMark Kubisch ’15 J.D.
\W\MIKPTMOITZM[MIZKPIVL_ZQ\QVO
and to run its moot court program.
0M_I[\PM+TI[[WN ¼[ZMKQXQMV\
WN \PM+WTWVMT?QTTQIU20WaVM[
)_IZL

Courtlyn Roser-Jones ’13 J.D.
is a visiting assistant professor of
TI_I\<PM7PQW;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a
5WZQ\b+WTTMOMWN 4I_;PMRWQVML
7PQW;\I\M\PQ[NITTIN\MZ\_WaMIZ[
I\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ?Q[KWV[QV4I_
;KPWWT_PMZM[PM_I[\PM?QTTQIU
00I[\QM.MTTW_0MZQV\MZM[\[IZM

2018

Christina M. Jones ’16 J.D.Q[
a visiting professor of practice
IVLLQZMK\WZWN ?QTTQIU5IZa
4I_;KPWWT¼[;XMKQIT-L]KI\QWV
)L^WKIKa+TQVQK<PMKTQVQKQ[
designed to bolster the partnership
JM\_MMVNIUQTQM[IVL[KPWWT[IVL
Q[XIZ\WN ?QTTQIU5IZa4I_
;KPWWT¼[8IZMV\[-VOIOMLNWZ
4MIZVQVO-Y]ITQ\aQVQ\QI\Q^M2WVM[
_I[WVMWN \PM+TI[[WN ¼[\_W
*IVSWN )UMZQKI.W]VLI\QWV.MTTW_[

Shaun Michael Kelly ’13
J.D.RWQVML+WVVWTTa

/ITTIOPMZI[IVI[[WKQI\M
QV\PMÅZU¼[+WZXWZI\M
4Q\QOI\QWV/ZW]XQV
,MTI_IZM3MTTaXZM^QW][Ta
[MZ^MLI[ILMX]\aI\\WZVMa
general in the Fraud and
+WV[]UMZ8ZW\MK\QWV
,Q^Q[QWVWN \PM,MTI_IZM
,MXIZ\UMV\WN 2][\QKM

Kathleen Freeman ’15 J.D.

RWQVML,WVWP]M*ZW_V
5I\PM_[WV;Ua\PI[
IVI[[WKQI\MQV\PMÅZU¼[
+PQKIOWWٻKM.ZMMUIV
focuses her practice on
professional negligence
IVLXZWL]K\TQIJQTQ\a

+WVVMK\_Q\P][

Eirene N. Salvi ’15 J.D. of

with each other and with the Law

448I[IVI[[WKQI\MQV
\PMÅZU¼[4Q\QOI\QWV
/ZW]XQV*WQ[M1LIPW
7TU[\MILXZM^QW][Ta
_WZSMLQVNMLMZITIVL[\I\M
government on matters
related to natural resources
and the environment.

;IT^Q;KPW[\WS8ZQ\KPIZL
ZMKMV\TaM[\IJTQ[PML\PM
Chicago Committee of
the Japanese American
*IZ)[[WKQI\QWV<PMOWIT
is to provide a forum for
members of the legal
XZWNM[[QWV_Q\PQV\MZM[\[
IVL\QM[\W\PM2IXIVM[M
)UMZQKIVKWUU]VQ\a\W
LQ[K][[Q[[]M[VM\_WZSIVL
[MZ^M\PMKWUU]VQ\a

Stacy A. Schauvliege
’14 J.D.IVI\\WZVMa

Pablo Gonzalez-Dominguez
’16 J.S.D.PILIJWWS

Megan A. Olmstead ’13
J.D.RWQVML;\WMT:Q^M[

I\+ZW_M,]VTM^a
QV<]T[I7STIPWUI
_I[PWVWZMLI[I
6M`\/MV=VLMZ)_IZL
_QVVMZJaIon Oklahoma
Magazine<PMI_IZL[
recognize professionals
aW]VOMZ\PIVaMIZ[
WTL_PWLMUWV[\ZI\M
talent, drive, and service
to their organizations and
communities.

published. Intersentia, an
independent publishing
house specializing
QV-]ZWXMIV4I_
QV\MZVI\QWVITTI_
and human rights,
published The Doctrine
of Conventionality Control:
Between Uniformity and
Legal Pluralism in the
Inter-American Human
Rights System.

Notre Dame Law School’s Alumni
Relations Office exists to help Notre
Dame Lawyers remain connected
School. We consider a Notre Dame
Lawyer to be any lawyer who has a
Notre Dame degree—whether it’s
a degree from the Law School or
another degree from the University.
Notre Dame graduates are fortunate
to be members of one of the world’s
most vibrant alumni communities.
Current and prospective students
are consistently amazed by the
warm welcome and mentorship they
receive from alumni.
Learn more about the many
opportunities to be involved with the
Notre Dame Law Association and
Notre Dame Lawyer Committees at
law.nd.edu/alumni.
You can also contact Law Alumni
Program Manager Tammye Raster
’92 J.D. at 574-631-6891 or
traster@nd.edu. The office’s mailing
address is 1341B Biolchini Hall of
Law, Notre Dame, IN 46556.
And, last but not least, make sure
your contact information is up to

Chase M. Hundman ’17
J.D.RWQVML0W_IZL

date, so Notre Dame Law School

0W_IZLQV+PQKIOW0M
concentrates his practice in
commercial litigation.

to myNotreDame at my.nd.edu to

can stay in touch with you. Log in
check your profile information.

Johanna Oh ’17 J.D. joined

Joseph Nugent ’17 J.D. joined the

3ZM[OM4I_4QJZIZaI\6W\ZM,IUM
4I_;KPWWTI[IVI[[Q[\IV\TQJZIZQIV
6]OMV\\MIKPM[4MOIT:M[MIZKP0Q[
areas of academic interest include
TMOITZM[MIZKPQV\MTTMK\]ITXZWXMZ\a
IVLQV\MZVI\QWVITTI_

5K5IVQ[.I]TSVMZI[IV
associate. She represents
XTIQV\Q[ٺIVLLMNMVLIV\[
in civil cases, ranging
from individuals in need
WN KW]V[MT\WPQOPXZWÅTM
;QTQKWV>ITTMaKWUXIVQM[
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1 6  5 - 5 7 : 1 ) 5

These alumni of Notre Dame Law School died during the past year.
GE O RGE B . NEWITT
H A RO L D F . T E HA N
DA NIEL W . LONG

¼445¼2,dFebruary 14, 2018

J O H N F . L AU G HL I N
DO NA L D F . S M I T H

J O SE P H F . G A RG A N

¼2,dDecember 3, 2017

JAM ES A . EICHELBERG ER

¼2,dMarch 21, 2018

¼2,dDecember 30, 2017

¼¼2,dFebruary 25, 2018
¼¼2,dMarch 1, 2018

JAM ES M . CONNELL

¼!2,dFebruary 15, 2018

J O H N G RANT ZAJAS

¼2,dJanuary 30, 2018

L A R RY L . AMBLER ¼2,dFebruary
JAM ES J . BERT U CCI

¼¼2,dNovember 30, 2017

J O H N K . VINCENT

¼!2,dFebruary 15, 2018

TAM M Y L . GREENWALD

¼!¼2,dJanuary 13, 2018

2018

¼2,dNovember 16, 2017

¼¼!2,dMarch 30, 2018

BA R RY W . AND REWS

¼¼ 2,dDecember 14, 2017

14, 2018

¼2,dDecember 26, 2017

RO LAND C . AMU ND S O N

¼¼2,dNovember 9, 2017

¼¼2,dJune 24, 2018

R . M I C H A E L B R A DY
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¼2,dMarch 13, 2018

¼¼2,dMay 10, 2018

WA LTER T . WOL F

ANT HO NY M . CALDERO NE

LO U IS W . BRENNER S R .

¼¼2,dDecember 12, 2017

B E RRY L . RE E S E J R .

¼2,dDecember 19, 2017

¼¼2,dMarch 7, 2018

M I C H A E L B . RO C H E

¼!¼2,dJanuary 26, 2018

RICHARD R. MURPHY

JA M ES C . H IG G I N S

¼¼2,dNovember 12, 2017

¼2,dJanuary 4, 2018

R I C H A R D L . HOD G E S

PAU L M . K R AU S

PHILIP K . HANS EN

¼ 2,dMarch 27, 2018

RU S S EL J . L E S P E R A N C E

TOM T . S H O RT

CO RNELIU S CO LLINS

¼ 2,dApril 18, 2018

¼2,dNovember 7, 2017

RO BERT F . BI OLC HI NI ’62

RO BERT W . C OX ’59 , ’62 J . D .

ANT HO NY J . PALUM BO ’73 J . D .

Bob Biolchini, a generous benefactor of
6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWTXI[[MLI_Ia
6W^MUJMZ QV2IKS[WV0WTM
?aWUQVO0MTW^ML6W\ZM,IUMIVL
the Catholic Church, and he served on
JW\P\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a*WIZLWN <Z][\MM[
IVL\PM4I_;KPWWT)L^Q[WZa+W]VKQT

*WJ+W`IXQWVMMZQVTI_ÅZUUIV
agement and a longtime member of
\PM6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWT)L^Q[WZa
+W]VKQTXI[[MLI_Ia5IZKP 
QV8PWMVQ`)ZQbWVI

<WVa8IT]UJWIOMVMZW][JMVMNIK\WZ
WN \PM4I_;KPWWTXI[[MLI_IaXMIKM
N]TTaQVPQ[[TMMXWV)XZQT QV
<ZQIKI[\MTI;XIQV_PQTMWVIXQTOZQU
IOM\WKWUXTM\M\PM.ZMVKP?IaZW]\M
of the Camino de Santiago.

*QWTKPQVQMIZVMLPQ[JIKPMTWZ¼[LMOZMM
QV!I\6W\ZM,IUMIVLPQ[TI_
LMOZMMQV!NZWU/MWZOM?I[PQVO
\WV=VQ^MZ[Q\a,]ZQVOPQ[KIZMMZPM
served several private and public cor
XWZI\QWV[QV\PMJIVSQVOWQTIVLOI[
electronics, and media industries. From
\WPM_I[XZM[QLMV\IVL
+-7WN 8MVV?MTT¸IKWUXIVaJI[ML
QV<]T[I7STIPWUI\PI\X]JTQ[PM[
J][QVM[[\WJ][QVM[[UIOIbQVM[IVL
KWVL]K\[KWVNMZMVKM[IVLM`PQJQ\QWV[
IZW]VL\PM_WZTL
0MIVLPQ[_QNM.ZIV_MZM^MZaOMVMZ
W][\W\PM4I_;KPWWT<PMaMVLW_ML
IXZWNM[[WZ[PQX\PM*QWTKPQVQ.IUQTa
+PIQZQV4I_I[_MTTI[\PM-ZUI>
*QWTKPQVQ-VLW_ML;KPWTIZ[PQX.]VL
VIUMLQVPWVWZWN PQ[UW\PMZ1V 
\PMQZ UQTTQWVOQN\_I[ITQVKPXQVQV
\PMZMVW^I\QWVWN \PM4I_;KPWWT¼[WTL
J]QTLQVO_PQKPWZQOQVITTaWXMVMLQV
!IVLQ[VW_VIUML*QWTKPQVQ0ITT
WN 4I_<PM*QWTKPQVQ[LMLQKI\ML\PM
ZMVW^I\MLJ]QTLQVO¹\W\PMQZ[Q`KPQTLZMV
IVL\WITT\PW[M_PW[\]LaPMZM[MMSQVO
/WL¼[2][\QKM\PZW]OP.IQ\PIVL\PM
:]TMWN 4I_º

+W`_I[IXIZ\VMZQV*ISMZ5K3MVbQM¼[
6M_AWZSIVL+PQKIOWWٻKM[NZWU
!!\W!!IVL\PMÅZU¼[UIVIOQVO
XIZ\VMZNZWU! \W!!0M_I[WVM
WN \PMÅZ[\\WZMKWOVQbM\PM^IT]MWN 
PI^QVOIN]TT\QUMUIVIOQVOXIZ\VMZ
0Q[LMKQ[QWV\WOQ^M]XPQ[ZMO]TIZTI_
XZIK\QKM\WKWVKMV\ZI\MWVÅZUUIV
IOMUMV\XZW^MLKZ]KQIT\W*ISMZ5K3
MVbQM¼[_WZTL_QLMM`XIV[QWV0Q[UWZIT
KWUXI[[_I[I[[\ZWVOI[PQ[J][QVM[[
acumen, and he managed to sustain
I[MV[MWN KWUU]VQ\aIVLI[XQZQ\WN 
LMUWKZIKa_Q\PQV*ISMZ5K3MVbQM¼[
ZIVS[_PQTM[PIXQVO\PMÅZUQV\WI
OTWJITXW_MZThe Chicago Tribune once
LM[KZQJMLPQUI[¹IZMNZM[PQVOTaKIVLQL
[WZ\QV\PMKWZXWZI\MTI__WZTLº
?PMV+W`OI^MPQ[PMIZ\\WIXMZ[WVWZ
QV[\Q\]\QWVPMOI^MQ\N]TTaIVL_Q\PW]\
ZM[MZ^I\QWV0Q[aMIZ[WN [MZ^QKM
WV\PM4I_;KPWWT)L^Q[WZa+W]VKQT
QVKT]LQVOaMIZ[I[KPIQZZIVSIUWVO
\PMTWVOM[\\MV]ZM[IKZW[[ITT=VQ^MZ[Q\a
WN 6W\ZM,IUMKW]VKQT[0M[I^ML\PM
LMMXM[\XIZ\WN PQ[PMIZ\PW_M^MZNWZ
PQ[_QNM8I\IVLPQ[NW]ZKPQTLZMVIVL
10 grandchildren.
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8IT]UJWMIZVMLPQ[JIKPMTWZ¼[LMOZMM
I\.IQZÅMTL=VQ^MZ[Q\aQV! IVL_I[
TI\MZLMXTWaML\W>QM\VIU_PMZMPM
[MZ^MLPWVWZIJTaQV\PM=;)ZUa
NZWU5Ia!!\W2]Ta!.WTTW_QVO
his service, he moved to South Bend to
I\\MVL6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWT
0MJ]QT\PQ[TMOITXZIK\QKMQV8PWMVQ`
Arizona, and dedicated his career to
ZMXZM[MV\QVO^QK\QU[WN XMZ[WVITQVR]Za
IVL_ZWVON]TLMI\P1VPMNWT
TW_MLPQ[LZMIU\W_WZS_Q\PPQ[[WV
;KW\\8IT]UJW¼!IVLIJM[\NZQMVL
-TTQW\?WTNM<WOM\PMZ\PMaNWZUML\PM
TI_ÅZUWN 8IT]UJW?WTNM8IT]UJW
8IT]UJW_I[IUMUJMZWN \PM)UMZ
QKIV+WTTMOMWN <ZQIT4I_aMZ[IVL\PM
1V\MZVI\QWVIT;WKQM\aWN *IZZQ[\MZ[0M
IT[W_WZSML_Q\PKPIZQ\IJTMWZOIVQbI
\QWV[QVKT]LQVO*Wa[0WXM/QZT[0WXM
WN )ZQbWVI0M_I[ZM[XMK\MLIVL
beloved for being a man of compas
[QWVPWVWZIVLQV\MOZQ\aIVLPMTW^ML
PQ[NIUQTaIVLNZQMVL[ÅMZKMTa0MQ[
[]Z^Q^MLJaPQ[_QNM)VVI5IZQMPQ[
[WV;KW\\IVLLI]OP\MZQVTI_-UQTa
¼![WV+ZIQOIVLOZIVLKPQTLZMV1IV
IVL4QTa
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The Class of 1981 formed
a dozen married couples
*a,MVQ[M?IOMZ
There was something special about 1981.
<PMZWaIT_MLLQVOWN 8ZQVKM+PIZTM[WN 
?ITM[IVL4ILa,QIVI;XMVKMZKIX\]ZML
the attention of millions of Americans. A
ZMKWZL[M\\QVOUQTTQWV^QM_MZ[_I\KPML
4]SMIVL4I]ZI[Ia¹1LWºWVGeneral Hospital8ZM[QLMV\:WVITL:MIOIVIXXWQV\ML
;IVLZI,Ia7¼+WVVWZI[\PMÅZ[\NMUITM
R][\QKMWV\PM=;;]XZMUM+W]Z\
:W]OPTa[\]LMV\[OZIL]I\MLNZWU
6W\ZM,IUM4I_;KPWWTQV! <PI\
class formed at least a dozen married cou
XTM[¸I[\ZQSQVOZI\QWJaIVa[\IVLIZL
6IVKa0MTTQVOIVL5IZS/IZO]TI
IZMWVMWN \PW[MKW]XTM[<PMaUM\
WVZMOQ[\ZI\QWVLIaI[ÅZ[\aMIZTI_[\]
LMV\[QV! 



5IZS_I[[Q\\QVOW]\[QLM\PM4I_;KPWWT
_Q\PINZQMVLMVRWaQVO\PMVQKM_MI\PMZ
He had just received his undergraduate
LMOZMMNZWU6W\ZM,IUMINM_UWV\P[
MIZTQMZ[WPM_I[ITZMILaNIUQTQIZ_Q\P
KIUX][IVLLQLV¼\NMMTIVa]ZOMV\VMML
to go inside to register.
¹1_I[RIJJQVOIJQ\I\ITT\PMVMZ^W][4[
Z][PQVOQV\WZMOQ[\MZºPMZMKITTMLZMKMV\Ta
0W_M^MZ_PMV5IZS[I_6IVKa_ITSJa
PMY]QKSTa\]ZVML\WPQ[NZQMVLIVL[IQL
¹1\PQVSQ\Q[IJW]\\QUM_MOM\QV[QLMº
<PMZMQ[[WUMLQ[KZMXIVKaIJW]\M`IK\Ta
PW_5IZS[MK]ZMLPQ[[XW\QVTQVMLQZMK\Ta
JMPQVL6IVKa)KKWZLQVO\W6IVKa\PMZM
UIaWZUIaVW\PI^MJMMV[WUMR]UXQVO
WZ[KZIUJTQVOW^MZI\IJTMWZIJQSMZIKS
5IZSLQ[X]\M[\PQ[IKKW]V\-Q\PMZ_Ia
he made it there.
5IZSIVL6IVKa[\IZ\MLLI\QVOIUWV\P
later, became engaged during their second
aMIZI\\PM4I_;KPWWTIVLUIZZQMLQV\PM
NITTWN ! 

2018

+PZQ[3WMVQO[ÅZ[\[XW\\ML2MIVVM+WTTWXa
I\\PM4I_;KPWWT¼[WXMVQVOLIaXIZ\a
NWZÅZ[\aMIZ[\]LMV\[+PZQ[KTIQU[Q\_I[
TW^MI\ÅZ[\[QOP\¸I\TMI[\NWZPQU1\\WWS
Jeanne a little bit longer.
)N\MZIJW]\IaMIZ+PZQ[ÅVITTa_WZSML]X
\PMVMZ^M\WX]\PQ[VM_TaLM^MTWXMLXMZ
[]I[QWV[SQTT[\W_WZSIVLI[SMLPMZW]\
;PMIKY]QM[KML)KW]XTMaMIZ[TI\MZPM
I[SML2MIVVM\WUIZZaPQU<PMaUIZZQML
QV! +PZQ[[IQL¹QV\PMXZM[MVKMWN 
UIVaJMTW^ML4I_;KPWWTKTI[[UI\M[º
5I]ZMMV7¼+WVVMTTIVL2WPV0]ZTMaIZM
IVW\PMZ+TI[[WN ! KW]XTM
<PMaIT[WUM\QV\PMNITTWN ! I\\PM
WZQMV\I\QWVXQKVQKNWZÅZ[\aMIZTI_[\]
LMV\[,]ZQVO\PMXQKVQK2WPVUMV\QWVML
he had gone to Canisius College in Buf
NITW6M_AWZSNWZPQ[JIKPMTWZ¼[LMOZMM
5I]ZMMV_I[NZWU\PM-I[\I[_MTTIVL
\PMaJMKIUMNZQMVL[<PMa[\IZ\MLLI\QVO
\_WaMIZ[TI\MZIVLUIZZQMLQV7K\WJMZ
! 

What was it about 1981?
1\_I[V¼\]V\QT\PM+TI[[WN ! ¼[ZM]VQWV
QV\PI\5I]ZMMVIVL2WPV0]ZTMa
ZMITQbMLPW_UIVaUIZZQMLKW]XTM[\PMQZ
class had produced.
6WWVMQ[[]ZM_PI\Q\_I[IJW]\\PMKTI[[
\PI\TML\W[WUIVaV]X\QIT[;WUMWN \PM
KW]XTM[VW\ML\PI\ÅZ[\aMIZ[\]LMV\[I\\PM
4I_;KPWWT_MZMLQ^QLMLQV\W\_W[MK\QWV[
JIKS\PMVIVL[\]LMV\[_W]TLPI^MITTWN 
\PMQZKTI[[M[_Q\PXMWXTMNZWU\PM[IUM
section. With that setup, students in each
[MK\QWVZMITTaOW\\WSVW_MIKPW\PMZ

5I]ZMMVIVL2WPV0]ZTMaTQ^MQV*]ٺITW
6M_AWZS5I]ZMMVZMKMV\TaZM\QZMLNZWU
:QKP8ZWL]K\[+WZXWZI\QWVI[\PMKWU
XIVa¼[M`MK]\Q^M^QKMXZM[QLMV\IVLKPQMN 
ILUQVQ[\ZI\Q^MWٻKMZ2WPVQ[XZM[QLMV\WN 
+IVQ[Q][+WTTMOM_PMZMPM_I[MTMK\ML\PM
KWTTMOM¼[ÅZ[\TIaXZM[QLMV\QV<PM
0]ZTMa[PI^M\PZMMKPQTLZMV"+IZWTQVM
*ZQIV¼IVL5QTTQM
)VL_PQTMQ\ZMUIQV[IUa[\MZa_PI\
M`IK\TaKI][ML[WUIVaUMUJMZ[WN \PM
+TI[[WN ! \WNITTQVTW^MITTWN \PMKW]
ples agree there is something special about
\PM6W\ZM,IUMNIUQTa

*WJ+QUITIIVL-TTMV5K4I]OPTQVJMKIUM
IKY]IQV\ML\PIVS[\WJMQVOQV\PM[IUM
KTI[[[MK\QWV;PMIT_Ia[[I\QV\PM[MKWVL
\WTI[\ZW_WN PMZKTI[[M[_Q\PPMZNZQMVL[
0M\MVLML\W[Q\QV\PMTI[\ZW__Q\PPQ[
NZQMVL[<PMZM[\I[[PM[Ia[Q[PQ[\WZa
<PMaUIZZQMLQV+PQKIOWQV! 

¹8IZ\WN JMQVOQV\PM6W\ZM,IUMNIUQTaQ[
\PMNZQMVL[PQX[IVLZMTI\QWV[PQX[\PI\aW]
J]QTLº[IQL6IVKa/IZO]TI_PW[MZ^M[
I[I6W\ZM,IUM4I_)[[WKQI\QWVJWIZL
UMUJMZIVLQ[\PMQVKWUQVO6,4)JWIZL
XZM[QLMV\¹1\PI[WXMVML[WUIVaLWWZ[
IVLWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[º

<PM[M+TI[[WN ¼ KW]XTM[ZMXZM[MV\I
LQ^MZ[MOZW]XWN 6W\ZM,IUM4I_aMZ[
<PMaTQ^MITTW^MZ\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[<PMa
IZMXIZ\VMZ[IVL[PIZMPWTLMZ[I\TI_ÅZU[
TIZOMIVL[UITT<PMZMQ[IXZW[MK]\WZ
IKMZ\QÅMLX]JTQKIKKW]V\IV\IVLINM_
QVPW][MKW]V[MT[)NM_IZMZM\QZML

5I]ZMMV0]ZTMaPI[IT[W[MZ^MLWV\PM
6,4)JWIZL:MÆMK\QVOWV\PM4I_
;KPWWT¼[UQ[[QWVWN ML]KI\QVOILQٺMZMV\
SQVLWN TI_aMZ[PM[IQL¹4WWSI\\PMXMW
XTM_PWXZMKMLML][IVLW]ZKTI[[UI\M[
We are living meaningful lives and serving
others. I have great respect, love, and admi
ZI\QWVNWZ6W\ZM,IUM)VLQ\[^IT]M[IZMI
N]VLIUMV\ITXIZ\WN \PI\º

All together, the dozen couples have more
\PIVKPQTLZMVQVKT]LQVOIPIVLN]T_PW
PI^MITZMILaMIZVML6W\ZM,IUMLMOZMM[
5W[\WN \PMKW]XTM[IZMMUX\aVM[\MZ[IVL
INM_IZMOZIVLXIZMV\[

THE
COUPLES
O F ’81
Notre Dame Law School’s Class of 1981
produced at least a dozen married couples

Vince Barbera¼ ¼ 2,IVL
Melanie (Feczko) Barbera ¼ 2,
Ed Blieszner¼ ¼ 2,IVL
Diane (Leidy) Blieszner ¼ 2,
Michael Borders¼¼ 2,IVL
Nancy (McDonald) Borders ¼ 2,
Robert Cimala¼ 2,IVL
Ellen McLaughlin ¼ ¼ 2,
Mark Gargula¼ ¼ 2,IVL
Nancy (Helling) Gargula ¼ 2,
John Hurley¼ 2,IVL
Maureen (O’Connell) Hurley ¼ 2,
Timothy Kapshandy¼ ¼ 2,IVL
Marisela Barcenas-Kapshandy ¼ 2,
Christopher Koenigs ¼ 2,IVL
Jeanne Collopy ¼ 2,
Randy Mariani ¼ 2,IVL
Patricia Redington ¼ 2,
Joseph Musilek ¼ 2,IVL
Grace (Murgia) Musilek ¼ ¼ 2,

6IVKaIVL5IZS/IZO]TITQ^MQV1VLQI
VIXWTQ[;PMQ[\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[<Z][\MM
:MOQWV_Q\P\PM=;,MXIZ\UMV\WN 
Justice, a region that covers Indiana, central
1TTQVWQ[IVL[W]\PMZV1TTQVWQ[5IZSZMKMV\Ta
ZM\QZMLI[IKMZ\QÅMLX]JTQKIKKW]V\IV\
IVLXIZ\VMZNZWU-ZV[\AW]VO<PMQZ
NIUQTaQVKT]LM[LI]OP\MZ2MVVQNMZ/IZO]TI
+PM[VQKS¼![WVQVTI_<WU+PM[VQKS
¼IVL[WV+PZQ[/IZO]TI

Michael O’Mara ¼ 2,IVL
Constance (DePyper) O’Mara ¼ 2,
Stephen Ryan ¼ 2,IVL
Lisa Frasco Ryan ¼ 2,

+PZQ[3WMVQO[Q[I\ZQITTI_aMZI\\PMTI_
ÅZU;PMZUIV0W_IZL44+QV,MV^MZ
2MIVVM+WTTWXa_I[IKWZXWZI\M[MK]ZQ\QM[
TI_aMZNWZaMIZ[JMNWZM[\IaQVOPWUM\W
ZIQ[M\PMQZÅ^MKPQTLZMV
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[\IٺIVLJMQVOXZM[MV\\W
[WUIVaLQٺMZMV\[\WZQM[
1\¼[JMMVIXZQ^QTMOM\WJM
QV^Q\MLQV\WXMWXTM¼[TQ^M[1
love celebrating Mass here.
I love helping people to
MVKW]V\MZ[]ZXZQ[MIVLRWa
QV\PMQZZMTI\QWV[PQX_Q\P
2M[][IVL\PM/W[XMT[IVL
the sacraments.

I N T E R RO G AT O RY

From Law
Chaplain
to Law
Student
For the past two academic years,
Rev. Patrick E. Reidy, C.S.C., ’08,
’13 M.Div. served Notre Dame
Law School as its chaplain. This
fall, he became a law student—at
Yale Law School.
Notre Dame Lawyer sat down
with Father Pat last summer in
St. Thomas More Chapel for a
conversation about his calling to
the priesthood and the law.

When did you know the
priesthood was the path
for you?

1LWV¼\SVW_\PI\\PMZM
_I[IVaWVMUWUMV\
)[WVMWN UaUMV\WZ[[IQL
QN 1TWWSMLJIKSI[I[MVQWZ
I\\PMIZKWN Ua]VLMZOZIL
M`XMZQMVKMI\6W\ZM,IUM
1KW]TLXWQV\\WIVaV]UJMZ
of relationships and deci
sions and encounters that
XWQV\ML\WUaPI^QVO
IPMIZ\NWZUQVQ[\Za

1KIUM\W6W\ZM,IUM
\PQVSQVOIJW]\TI_[KPWWT
?PMV1_I[UIRWZQVOQV
political science, I thought
1¼LXZWJIJTaOW\WTI_
[KPWWTQN 1LQLV¼\OWQV\W
[MUQVIZa6W0WTa+ZW[[
priest is assigned to school
ZQOP\W]\WN [MUQVIZaAW]Z
ÅZ[\aMIZ[IZMXI[\WZIT¸
aW]VMML\WTMIZVPW_\W
be a priest.

1_I[IZM[QLMV\I[[Q[\IV\\W
IUW[\TaNZM[PUIV[MK\QWV
_Q\PIZM[QLMV\_PWPIL
KIVKMZ_PWMVLML]X
LaQVO\PMVM`\aMIZ1_I[
able to be present to him
IVLPQ[NIUQTa\WJMXZM[MV\
to those residents.

1V1JMKIUM\PM4I_
;KPWWT¼[KPIXTIQV)[1OW\
\WSVW_\PM6W\ZM,IUM
4I_;KPWWTKWUU]VQ\a¸
IVLNMTTQVTW^M_Q\P\PQ[
KWUU]VQ\a¸1[I_U]KP
UWZMKTMIZTaPW_TI_[KPWWT
KW]TLJMZMITTaI_M[WUM

1[XMV\\_W[]UUMZ[QV
=OIVLI¸\PMÅZ[\\MIKPQVO
I\I0WTa+ZW[[XZQUIZa
school and the second
through the Center for
Social Concerns. I loved
TQ^QVOQVKWUU]VQ\a_Q\P
\PMO]a[I\\PMXIZQ[PZMK
\WZaIVL1TW^ML\PM
NIUQTQM[1_IV\ML[WUM
\PQVONWZ\PMU\PI\\PMa
_IV\MLNWZ\PMU[MT^M[



What inspired you to go
to law school?

2018

Except for your
novitiate year during
seminary, you’ve been at
Notre Dame since 2004.
What will you miss most
about Notre Dame?

1_QTTUQ[[JMQVOIXZQM[\
here.
1¼^MTW^ML_ITSQVO_Q\P
[\]LMV\[IVLNIK]T\aIVL

1¼UOZI\MN]T\PI\1¼UI
0WTa+ZW[[XZQM[\NWZ\PM
TWVOPI]T7VMWN \PMKWV
solations in leaving
\PQ[XTIKMQ[SVW_QVO
1¼UPWXMN]TTaVW\
leaving for long.

At Notre Dame, we talk
about the law as a calling
and encourage students to
view the practice of law
as a vocation. As a priest,
you’ve already answered
one call and pursued a
vocation. What perspective
do you think you will bring
to law school?
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